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Abstract
The fa ctor  refinement principle turns a partial factorization of integers (or polynomi­
als) into a more complete factorization represented by basis elements and exponents, 
with basis elements that are pairwise coprime.
There are lots of applications of this refinement technique such as simplifying 
systems of polynomial inequations and, more generally, speeding up certain algebraic 
algorithms by eliminating redundant expressions that may occur during intermediate 
computations.
Successive GCD computations and divisions are used to accomplish this task until 
all the basis elements are pairwise coprime. Moreover, square-free factorization (which 
is the first step of many factorization algorithms) is used to remove the repeated 
patterns from each input element. Differentiation, division and GCD calculation op­
erations are required to complete this pre-processing step. Both factor refinement 
and square-free factorization often rely on plain (quadratic) algorithms for multipli­
cation but can be substantially improved with asymptotically fast multiplication on 
sufficiently large input.
In this work, we review the working principles and complexity estimates of the 
factor refinement, in case of plain arithmetic, as well as asymptotically fast arithmetic. 
Following this review process, we design, analyze and implement parallel adaptations 
of these factor refinement algorithms. We consider several algorithm optimization 
techniques such as data locality analysis, balancing subproblems, etc. to fully exploit 
modern multicore architectures. The Cilk++ implementation of our parallel algorithm 
based on the augment refinement principle of Bach, Driscoll and Shallit achieves linear 
speedup for input data of sufficiently large size.
K eyw ords. Factor refinement, Coprime factorization, Square-free factorization, 
GCD-free basis, Parallelism, Muticore architectures.
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System of non-linear equations and inequations have much practical importance in 
many fields such as theoretical physics, chemistry, and robotics. Solving this type 
of systems means describing the common solutions of the polynomial equations and 
inequations defining the corresponding system. Since the number of solutions of 
such systems grows exponentially with the number of unknowns, this process is hard 
in both contexts of numerical methods and computer algebra methods. The latter 
scenario, to which this work subscribes, is even more challenging due to the infamous 
phenomenon of expression swell.
The implementation of non-linear polynomial system solvers is a very active re­
search area. It has been stimulated during the past ten years by two main progresses. 
Firstly, methods for solving such systems have been improved by the use of so-called 
modular techniques and asymptotically fast polynomial arithmetic. Secondly, the de­
mocratization of supercomputing, thanks to hardware acceleration technologies (mul­
ticores, general purpose graphics processing units) creates the opportunity to tackle 
harder problems.
One central issue in the implementation of polynomial system solvers is the elim­
ination of redundant expressions that frequently occur during intermediate compu­
tations, with both numerical methods and computer algebra methods. Factor re­
finement, also known as coprime factorization, is a popular technique for removing 
repeated factors among several polynomials, while square-free factorization is used to 
remove repeated factors within a given polynomial. Coprime factorization has many 
applications in number theory and polynomial algebra, see the papers [8, 9] and the 
web site h ttp :/ / cr.yp .to/ cop rim es.h tm l by Bernstein.
Algorithms for coprime factorization have generally been designed with algebraic 
complexity as the complexity measure to optimize. However, with the evolution of
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computer architecture, parallelism and data locality are becoming major measures 
of performance, in addition to the traditional ones, namely serial running time and 
allocated space. This imposes to revisit many fundamental algorithms in computer 
science, such as those coprime factorization.
In this thesis, we revisit the factor refinement algorithms of Bach, Driscoll and 
Shallit [6] based on quadratic arithmetic. We show that their augment refinement 
principle leads to a highly efficient algorithm in terms of parallelism and data locality. 
Our approach takes advantage of the paper “Parallel Computation of the Minimal 
Elements of a Poset” [19] by Leiserson, Li, Moreno Maza and Xie. Our theoretical 
results are confirmed by an experimentation, which is based on a multicore imple­
mentation in the Cilk++ concurrency platform [10, 14, 20, 22, 26]. For problems on 
integers, we use the GMP library [1] while for problems on polynomials, we use the 
“Basic Polynomial Algebra Subroutines (BPAS)” library [30].
We also revisit the GCD-free basis algorithm of Dahan, Moreno Maza, Schost and 
Xie [15]. Their algorithm, which is serial, is nearly optimal in terms of algebraic com­
plexity. However, our theoretical study combined with experimental results from the 
literature [13, 29] suggest that this algorithm is not appropriate for a parallelization 
targeting multicore architecture.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces background materials 
of this research work. Chapter 3 then presents existing serial algorithms for factor 
refinement and GCD-free basis with their working principles as well as complexity 
estimates. It is out of the scope of this thesis to give an exhaustive description of 
the vast amount of previous work; we only provide details for algorithms that we 
will use. Chapter 4 describes details of parallel factor refinement and GCD-free basis 
algorithms with estimates of work, span, parallelism and cache complexity. Some 
implementation issues of parallel algorithms are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 
contains our experimental results, performance analysis and benchmarking of the 
parallel algorithms. Application of subproduct tree techniques for the parallel com­
putation of GCD-free basis is presented in Chapter 7 with some analysis as well as 
a discussion on the challenges toward an implementation. Finally, conclusion of this 




This section gathers background materials which are used throughout this thesis. 
Section 2.1 is a brief introduction to polynomial system solving, which motivates the 
work reported in this thesis. Section 2.2 is a review of the notion of square-free fa c ­
torization , which is one of the two “simplification techniques” for polynomial systems 
that are discussed in this thesis. The other one is coprirne factorization , to which the 
rest of this document is dedicated and which is introduced in Chapter 3. Section 2.3 
is a review of asymptotically fast algorithms for univariate polynomial evaluation and 
interpolation. It follows closely the presentation in Chapter 10 of [33]. Sections 2.4 
and 2.5 describe our two models of computations: the fork-join  parallelism model 
and the idealized cache model, which were proposed in the papers [21, 22]. Here, 
we follow closely, the lecture notes of the UWO course CS9624-4435 available at 
h ttp : //www. csd.uwo. ca/~moreno/CS9624-4435-1011 .html.
2.1 Systems of polynomial equations and inequa­
tions
A system o f  polynomial equations and inequations is defined as
f i (x )  =  0
f m(x) =  0 
h i(x) ±  0
( 2 . 1)
hs(x) ^  0
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where x  =  (#i, X2, . . . ,  xn) refers to n  variables, and /i , . . . ,  /m, /ii,. . . ,  h8 are multi­
variate polynomials in x with coefficients in a field K. Let L be a field extending K. 
For instance K  and L could be the fields of real and complex numbers, respectively. 
A solution over L of System (2.1) is a tuple z =  (¿i, ¿2? ■ • * > zn) with coordinates in L 
such that we have
f i ( z )  =  f 2(z) =  • • ■ =  fm (z ) =  0 and h^ z) J- 0 and • • • and ha(z) ^  0 . (2 .2)
A first difference between the case of linear equations and that of polynomial 
equations is the fact that a non-linear system may have a number of solutions which 
is both finite and greater than one. Actually, this is often the case in practice, in 
particular for square systems, that is, for systems with as many equations as variables. 
When finite, this number of solutions, counted with multiplicities, can be as large as 
dn, when d  is the common total degree of /i, /2, • • •, fm- This fact leads to another 
difference: “describing” the solutions of System (2.1) is a process that requires a 
number of arithmetic operations in L which is (at least) exponential in n, the number 
of variables.
There are two different ways of computing the solutions of System (2.1). The first 
one relies on so-called numerical methods which compute numerical approximations 
of the possible real or complex solutions. These methods have the advantage of being 
quite fast in practice while flexible in accuracy by using iterative methods. However, 
due to rounding errors, numerical methods are principally uncertain, often unstable 
in an unpredictable way; sometimes they do not find all solutions and have difficulties 
with overdetermined systems. Some of these approaches are presented in [16, 17, 28].
The alternative way is to represent the solutions symbolically. More precisely, the 
solution set is decomposed into so-called components such that each component is rep­
resented by a polynomial system of a special kind, called a regular chain  [5, 25, 27], 
which possesses a triangular shape and remarkable properties. For this reason, such 
a decomposition is called a triangular decomposition  of the input system. Methods 
computing triangular decompositions are principally exact. However, they are prac­
tically more costly than numerical methods. As a result, they are applicable only to 
relatively “small” input systems. Nevertheless, they are applicable to any polynomial 
system of any dimension and for zero-dimensional systems they can precisely pro­
vide the number of complex solutions (counted with multiplicities) and specify which 
solutions have real coordinates.
The practical efficiency as well as the theoretical time complexity of triangular
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decompositions depend on various techniques for removing superfluous expressions 
(components, polynomial factors, . . . )  during the computations. For instance, if 
a, 6, c are three polynomials which satisfy the following system of inequations
a b  7̂  0 , b e  ^  0, c a  ^  0 ,
one may want to replace it simply by
a  7̂  0 , b 7̂  0, c /  0,
since they are both equivalent and the second one is simpler. As a result, algorithms 
which do this type of simplification are very important. There are two well-developed 
techniques for simplifying systems of equations and inequations: one is square-free 
factorization [7, 35] and another one is coprime factorization  [6, 15]. The former one 
is described in next section and the latter one is in next chapter.
2.2 Square-free factorization
Square-free factorization is a first step in many factorization algorithms. It factors 
non-square-free polynomials in terms of square-free factors that are relatively prime. 
It can separate factors of different multiplicities, but not factors with the same multi­
plicity. Formal definitions of square-free factorization are summarized hereafter. For 
a more complete presentation, please refer to Chapter 14 in ‘[33].
D efinition 1. Let IS) be a UFD (unique factorization dom ain) and P  G D[x] be a 
non-constant univariate polynomial. The polynomial P  is said square-free i f  fo r  every 
non-constant polynomial Q G ©[a;], the polynomial Q2 does not divide P .
If O is a field and P  G B[x] is square-free, it is easy to show that there exists 
pairwise different monic irreducible polynomials Pi, P2, • • •, Pfe such that their product 
equals P/lc(P), where lc(P ) denotes the leading coefficient of P . We observe that 
Pi, P2, . . . ,  Pfc are necessarily pairwise coprim e, that is, for all P^,Pj, with 1 < i < 
j  < &, there exists Ai, Aj G IS)[x] such that AiPi +  A jPj =  1 holds. Since P  is a field, 
using the (extended) Euclidean Algorithm, this latter property is equivalent to the 
fact that for all Pi5 P j, with 1 < i <  j  < A;, the polynomials P*, P j have no common 
factors other than elements of B.
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Definition 2. Let K be a field  and P  be a non-constant univariate polynomial 
P  G K [x]. A square-free factorization o f  P  consists o f  pairwise coprime polyno­
mials P i, P2, • • • j Pk such that we have P  — P\ • P2 . . .  Pj( and each Pi is either 1 or a 
square-free non-constant polynomial.
It is easy to see that a square-free factorization of P  is obtained from the irreducible 
factors P i , . . . ,  Pe of P  by taking for Pi the product of the F fis such that P j divides P  
but P j+1 does not divide P . We illustrate the above definitions with a few examples.
Exam ple 1. Let P  =  (x +  1) G K[x], Prom Definition 1, the polynomial P  is square- 
free, because there is no non-constant polynomial Q G K[x] such that Q2 divides P . 
On the other hand, assume P  — x2+ 4 x + 4  G K[x]. Prom Definition 1, the polynomial 
Q is not square-free, because, fo r  Q =  (x +  2) G K[x], the polynomial Q2 divide P .
Example 2. Let P  =  x 15 +  55x14 +  1400x13 +  21868x12 +  234290X11 +
1822678x10 +  10629552x9+47283632x8 +  161614309x7 +  424015067x6 +  845928448x5 + 
1258456700x4 +  1348952000x3 +  981360000x2 +  432000000x +  86400000 G R[x]; where 
R  is the field  o f  real numbers. Then, a square-free factorization  o f  P  is given by
P  =  (x +  l) (x  +  2)2(x +  3)3(x +  4)4(x +  5)5,
where we have P\ — (x + 1), P2 =  (x +  2), P3 =  (x +  3), P4 =  (x +  4), and P5 =  (x +  5).
There are several well-known algorithms for computing square-free factorization of 
a univariate polynomial over a field (and more generally for mhltivariate polynomials 
over a field). For instance, Yun proposed an algorithm for computing square-free 
factorization of univariate polynomials over a field of characteristic zero in 1976 [35]. 
Yun’s algorithm is a basic building block for other polynomial factorization algorithms 
and it is described in Algorithm 1. An asymptotic upper bound of the algebraic 
complexity of this algorithm is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The cost (number o f  bit operations) o f  Algorithm 1 is 0 ( k 4(n2d +  
n(P)), where d =  degree(P^) (thus assuming that all Pi have the sam e degree), n is the 
maximum bit size o f  a coefficient in P 1} P2, . . . ,  Pk and algorithm used fo r  computing 
GCDs is a quadratic time algorithm (say the Euclidean Algorithm). On the other 
hand, i f  M (d) is a multiplication time (that is, a running time estimate in terms o f 
field operations fo r  multiplying two polynomials in K[x] o f  degree less than d) then the 
cost becomes 0 ( k 2M (d) log(d)) operations inK., where M (d) G 0 (d  log(d) loglog(d)) 
operations in K  fo r  FFT-based multiplication.
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Algorithm 1: Square-free Factorization
/* G = P2P32 .. .P *  
/ *  Ci -  f t P 2
fc“1 */ 
. . f t  */
Input: A polynomial P  € K[x], where K is a field of characteristic zero. 
Output: A square-free factorization of P, that is, pairwise coprime square-free 
polynomials Pi, P2, . . . ,  Pk such that P  — Pj * P2 . . .  Pk holds in K[x]. 
* G <- gcd(P, ¿ P )  ;
2: Cl <- P /G  ;
3: <- ( ¿ P ) / G  -  f c ! ;
/* A = P l ^ ( P 2 ) . . . P f c  +  2PlP2^(P3) . . . P t +  . . .  +  ( f c - l ) P l P 2 . . . ^ ( P fc) */
4: for i =  1, step 1, until Ci — 1 do
5: Pi <- gcd(C*, Di) ; /* Ci =  PiPi+i
6: Ci+l <— Ci/Pi ;
/* Di =  f t ( ^ ( f t + l )  . . . Pfc +  2Pi_|_i ;̂(Pt+2) • • • Pfc +  . . , +  (k — i)P i+1 
*/
D i +1 D i / P 1 —  ¿C i+ i;
8: return (Pu P2, . . . ,  Pk) ;
. f t  */
¿ ( f t )
2.3 Fast polynomial evaluation and interpolation
This section presents asymptotically fast algorithms for univariate polynomial evalu­
ation and interpolation. These are based on the concept of a subproduct tree. For a 
more complete presentation, please refer to Chapter 10 in [33].
2.3.1 Fast polynomial evaluation
Multipoint evaluation  of a polynomial (univariate) primarily means evaluating that 
polynomial at multiple points and can formally be stated as follows. Given a univari­
ate polynomial P  =  Pjxj ^ K[x], with coefficients in the field K, and evaluation 
points uo, . . . ,  un- 1 E IK compute P(ui) =  X)j=o Pjui> for i =  0 , . . . ,  n — 1.
It is useful to introduce the following objects. Define mi =  x — Ui E K[x], and 
m =  no<i<n(x ”  ui)' We consider the evaluation map
K [x]/{m ) — >
We observe that K [x]/{m ) and K n are vector spaces of dimension n  over K. More­
over, x  is a K-linear map, which is a bijection as soon as the evaluation points 
uo,. . . ,  un_i are pairwise distinct.
P rob lem  1. (Multipoint Evaluation) Given n — 2k fo r  som e k € N, / € K[x] o f  
degree less than n , and point set Uo,. . . ,  un~\ E K,  compute
7
i — k Uq, . . . , Un—\
Figure 2.1: Subproduct tree for the multipoint evaluation algorithm.
x(f) =
This takes 0 ( n 2) operations in K  using H orn er ’s rule n  times, but this can be 
done at a much cheaper cost by means of the subproduct tree method described 
below.
The idea of the multipoint evaluation using subproduct tree method is to split the 
point set uo, . . . ,  un- i  into two halves of equal cardinality and to proceed recursively
X
with each of the two halves. This leads to a binary tree of depth log2(n) having the 
points u0, • • ■, un- i  as leaves. Figure 2.1 illustrates this evaluation scheme.
A lgorithm  2: SubproductTree 
Inpu t: tuq <— (x — uq) , . . . ,  mn_i <— (x — Un-i) £ K[a:] with 
Uo,. . . ,  ur_i G K  and n =  2k for k  G N.
Output: M ij =  n 0<i<2< Wj-V+i for 0 < i < k  and 0 < j  <  2k~l . 
i: for j  — 0 to n  — 1 do 
2: |_ Mqj nij]
3: for i — \ to k  do 
4: for j  — 0 to 2k~l — 1 do
5: L ■ Ait-i,2j+i;
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Let rrii =  x — U{ as above, and define
M y  — rrij.2i • rrij.2i+1 . .  - ?rij.2<+(2i- i )  — Y\o<i<2i
for 0 < i <  k  =  log2(n) and 0 < j  <  2k~l . So each My  can be represented as a 
subproduct tree of 2% products and the recursive definitions of this is as follows.
M o j^ r r ij  and Mi+y  =  Miaj • Mi)2j+ i.
Here, M y means the elements at the j- th  node from the left at level i in the 
subproduct tree shown in Figure 2.1. The algorithm which generates this tree is 
shown in Algorithm 2 .
Proposition 2. Algorithm 2 takes 0 (M (n )  log2(n)) operations in K; where M  is a 
multiplication time.
The computation of these subproducts (M y) is used as the precomputation 
stage of the multipoint evaluation algorithm that evaluates the polynomial at points 
Uo,. . . ,  un_ i by traversing the tree in a top-down manner and Algorithm 3 is used to 
accomplish this.
Algorithm 3: TopDownTraverse(/, M^h)
Input: Polynomial / e  K[x] with degree smaller than n =  2k for some k € N, 
pairwise different values u0, . . .  ,un_i € K, and M y =  rio</<2i 
for 0 <  i <  k  and 0 < j  < 2k~l from Algorithm 2.
Output: / (u0) , . . . ,  f ( u n- i )  e  K.
Comment The algorithm is  called with TopDownTraverse(/, M^o).
1: if n =  1 then / /  the degree of /  is  less than n 
2: [_ return / ;
3: r0 «— / mod Mk- i t2h\
4: n  <- / mod Mk- li2h+i]
5: TopDownTraverse(r0, Mk-\t2h) ;/ *  Compute r0(u0) , . . . ,  r0(un/2_i) */
6: TopDownTraverse(ri, Mk- i ,2+i) ; /* Compute ri(u n/2), ■ ■ ■, r i(u n- i )  * /
v. re tu rn  r0(u0) , . . . ,  r0(ii„/2_i),  r1(ix„/2) , . . . ,  ri(u„_i) ;
Proposition 3. The number o f  operations required in K fo r  Algorithm 3 is 
0 (M (n )  log2(n)).
Finally, Algorithm 4 combines Algorithm 2 and 3 for multipoint evaluation to 
evaluate the polynomial at points u q , . . . ,  u„_i .
Proposition 4. Algorithm 4 takes 0(M {n)\og2{n)) operations in K .
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Input: Polynomial / G K[x] with degree smaller than n =  2k for some k  G N, 
pairwise different values Uo,. . . ,  un_ i G K.
Output: /(u0) , . . . ,  /(un_i) G K.
i: Call Algorithm 2 with input (x — uq), (x  — u i ) , . . . ,  (x — ixn- i )  to compute the 
subproducts
2: Call Algorithm 3 with input /, the points u and the subproducts 
3: return the result of Algorithm 3;
Algorithm 4: MultipointEvaluation____________________________________
Algorithm 5: LinearCombination(Mfc)V, n)
Input: u0, . ■., un_i, c0, . . . ,  cn„x G K, where n =  2k for some fcGN, and the 
polynomial M ij — rio</<2i mj-2*+i for 0 <  i < k  and 0 <  j  < 2k~x from 
Algorithm 2.
Output: <i<n e  K[x] where m  =  (x -  uo) • • ■ (x “  Un-l)’
Comment The algorithm  is  ca lle d  with LinearCombination(Mfc)o, n ) .





ro LinearCombination(Mfc_i)2i;, n/2) ;
rO =  E o < i < n / 2 Ci ^ f  */  
ri «— LinearCombination(Mfc_i)2v+i,n/2)
r l =  £ n /2 <i<n
Mk-1,1
X — Ui * /
return Mfc_u r0 +  Mk- lfiri;
/*  Recursive c a ll  to compute 
/*  Recursive c a ll  to compute
2.3.2 Fast polynomial interpolation
Ns,
In broad terms, polynomial interpolation usually means reconstructing a polynomial 
from its values at a given set of points. This process can be formally stated as follows.
Let no, . . . ,  un_i be pairwise distinct points (i.e. values) in the field K  and let 
u0, . ■., vn- i be another sequence of values in K. Then, there exists a unique polyno­
mial / G F[x] of degree less than n such that / takes the values Vi at the point U{ for 







m  — (x — u q ) • • • (x — u n - 1) and s* =  TT------------ .
■Hr Ui -  uj 
3 J
This Si can be computed using the derivative of m  (denoted by m!) by performing
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one multipoint evaluation of m' at n points for the given m  from the following equation 
discussed in [34].
m'(ui) m I _1_x—Ui I x=Ui Si
Algorithm 5 and 6 state the whole procedure for computing / from the two se­
quences uq} . . . ,  un-1 and v0, . . . ,  vn-\.
A lgorith m  6 : F a s tln te rp o la tio n  
Inpu t: Uo,. . . ,  un_i G K  such that Ui — Uj is a unit for i =£ j , and 
u0, .. ■, vn—i €  &, where n =  2* for some /c g N.
O utput: The unique polynomial / G K[x] of degree less than n such that 
f (u i)  =  ^  for 0 < i < n.
i: Call Algorithm 2 with input m 0 =  x  — w0, • • •, mn_i =  ^ to compute the
polynomial M ij =  rio</<2i rnj-2i-\-i for 0 < i < k  and 0 <  j  <  2k~l ;
2: m < -  Mk}o ;
3: Call Algorithm 3 with input / =  m', u0, . . . ,  un-i> and to evaluate m' at
Uo5 • ■ • j un_i,
4: for 7 — 0 to 77- — 1 do
5:  ̂ m'(ui) ’
6: Call Algorithm 5 with input uo, . . . ,  un_i, UoSo>. . . ,  un_isn_i,  and the 
7: re tu rn  the result of Algorithm 5;
P rop osition  5. Algorithm 5 correctly computes the result with 0 (M (n )  log2(n)) op­
erations in K. and Algorithm 6 (which relies on Algorithm 5)^runs correctly within 
0 (M (n )io g 2(n)) operations in K , where M (n ) is the number o f  multiplication oper­
ations required fo r  the polynomial o f  degree n — X ô<z<r degree(mi).
2.4 The fork-join parallelism model
The Cilk++ concurrency platform [10, 14, 20, 22, 26] provides a simple theoretical 
model called the fork-join  parallelism model or dag (direct acyclic graph) model of 
multithreading for parallel computation. This model represents the execution of a 
multithreaded program as a set of nonblocking threads denoted by the vertices of a 
dag, where the dag edges indicate dependencies between instructions. See Figure 2.2.
In the Cilk++ terminology, a thread is a maximal sequence of instructions that 
ends with a spawn, sync, or retu rn  statement. These statements are used to denote 
respectively:
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Figure 2.2; A directed acyclic graph (dag) representing the execution of a multi­
threaded program. Each vertex represents an instruction while each edge represents 
a dependency between instructions.
• an execution flow  forking ,
• a synchronization point, at which currently running threads must join before 
the execution flow proceeds further,
• the return point of a function.
A correct execution of a Cilk++ program must meet all the dependencies in the 
dag, that is, a thread cannot be executed until all the depending treads have com­
pleted. The order in which these dependent threads will be executed on the processors 
is determined by the scheduler.
Cilk++s scheduler executes any Cilk++ computation in a nearly optimal time, see 
[22] for details. From a theoretical viewpoint, there are two natural measures that 
allow us to define parallelism precisely, as well as to provide important bounds on 
performance and speedup which are discussed in the following subsections.
2.4.1 The work law
The first important measure is the work which is defined as the total amount of time 
required to execute all the instructions of a given program. For instance, if each 
instruction requires a unit amount of time to execute, then the work for the example 
dag shown in Figure 2.2 is 18.
Let Tp be the fastest possible execution time of the application on P  processors.
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Therefore, we denote the work by Xi as it corresponds to the execution time on 1 
processor. Moreover, we have the following relation
Tp > T t/P , (2.3)
which is refered as the work law. In our simple theoretical model, the justification of 
this relation is easy: each processor executes at most 1 instruction per unit time and 
therefore P  processors can execute at most P  instructions per unit time. Therefore, 
the speedup on P  processors is at most P  since we have
Ti/7> < P. (2.4)
2,4.2 The span law
The second important measure is based on the program’s critical-path length denoted 
by T^. This is actually the execution time of the application on an infinite number 
of processors or, equivalently, the time needed to execute threads along the longest 
path of dependency. As a result, we have the following relation, called the span law:
TP >  • (2.5)
2.4.3 Parallelism
In the fork-join parallelism model, parallelism  is defined as the ratio of work to span, 
or Ti/Too. Thus, it can be considered as the average amount of work along each point 
of the critical path. Specifically, the speedup for any number of processors cannot be 
greater than Ti/Too. Indeed, Equations 2.4 and 2.5 imply that speedup satisfies
T i/T p  <  Ti /Tqo <  P.
As an example, the parallelism of the dag shown i n Figure 2.2 is 18/9 =  2. This means 
that there is little chance for improving the parallelism on more than 2 processors, 
since additional processors will often starve for work and remain idle.
2,4.4 Performance b ounds
For an application running on a parallel machine with P  processors with work T\ and 
span T^, the Cilk++ work-stealing scheduler achieves an expected running time as
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follows:
Tp =  T1/ P  +  0(Toq) (2 .6)
under the following three hypotheses:
• each strand executes in unit time,
• for almost all parallel steps there are at least p strands to run,
• each processor is either working or stealing.
See [22] for details.
If the parallelism T\/T{̂  is so large that it sufficiently exceeds P , that is 7\/Too >  
P , or equivalently T\/P  »  Too, then from Equation (2.6) we have TP «  Tx/P .  From 
this, we easily observe that the work-stealing scheduler achieves a nearly perfect linear 
speedup of Tx/T p  & P.
2.4.5 Work, span and parallelism of classical algorithms
The work, span and parallelism of some of the classical algorithms in the fork-join 
parallelism model is shown in Table 2.1.
Algorithm Work Span Parallelism
Merge sort 0 (n log2(n)) 0 (l°g2(n)3) ®(log,(n)^)
Matrix multiplication 0 (n3) 0 (log2(n)) e C ( n ) )
Strassen 0 (nl°62(7)) 0 (log2(n)2) Ci/ nlog2(7) ^ôgstn)2 '
LU-decomposition 0 (n3) 0 (n log2(n)J
Tableau construction 0 (n2) fi(nl°ga(3)) 0 (n0,415)
F F T 0 (n log2(n)) 0 (log2(n)2)
Table 2.1: Work, span and parallelism of classical algorithms.
2.5 Cache complexity
The cache complexity of an algorithm aims at measuring the (negative) impact of 
memory traffic between the cache and the main memory of a processor executing that 
algorithm. Cache complexity is based on the ideal-cache model shown in Figure 2.3. 
This idea was first introduced by Matteo Frigo, Charles E. Leiserson, Harald Prokop,
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Mainorganized by Memory
Figure 2.3: The ideal-cache model.
and Sridhar Ramachandran in 1999 [21]. In this model, there is a computer with a 
two-level memory hierarchy consisting of an ideal (data) cache of Z  words and an 
arbitrarily large main memory. The cache is partitioned into Z /L  cache lines where 
L  is the length of each cache line representing the amount of consecutive words that 
are always moved in a group between the cache and the main memory. In order to 
achieve spatial locality, cache designers usually use L  > 1 which eventually mitigates 
the overhead of moving the cache line from the main memory to the cache. As a 
result, it is generally assumed that the cache is tall and practically that we have
Z =  il(L 2).
In the sequel of this thesis, the above relation is referred as the tall cache assumption.
In the ideal-cache model, the processor can only refer to words that reside in the 
cache. If the referenced line of a word is found in cache, then that word is delivered 
to the processor for further processing. This situation is literally called a cache hit. 
Otherwise, a cache miss occurs and the line is first fetched into anywhere in the 
cache before transferring it to the processor; this mapping from memory to cache is 
called fu ll associativity. If the cache is full, a cache line must be evicted. The ideal 
cache uses the optimal off-line cache replacement policy to perfectly exploit temporal 
locality. In this policy, the cache line whose next access is furthest in the future is 
replaced [4].
Cache complexity analyzes algorithms in terms of two types of measurements.
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Figure 2.4: Scanning an array of n = N  elements, with L  =  B  words per cache line.
The first one is the work complexity, W (n), where n is the input data size of the 
algorithm. This complexity estimate is actually the conventional running time in 
a RAM model [32]. The second measurement is its cache complexity, Q(n;Z,  L), 
representing the number of cache misses the algorithm incurs as a function of:
• the input data size n,
• the cache size Z, and
• the cache line length L  of the ideal cache.
When Z and L  are clear from the context, the cache complexity can be denoted 
simply by Q(n).
An algorithm whose cache parameters can be tuned, either at compile-time or 
at runtime, to optimize its cache complexity, is called cache aware; while other al­
gorithms whose performance does not depend on cache parameters are called cache 
oblivious. The performance of cache-aware algorithm is often satisfactory. However, 
there are many approaches which can be applied to design optimal cache oblivious 
algorithms to run on any machine without fine tuning their parameters.
Although cache oblivious algorithms do not depend on^cache parameters, their 
analysis naturally depends on the alignment of data block in memory. For instance, 
due to a specific type of alignment issue based on the size of block and data elements 
(See Proposition 6 and its proof), the cache-oblivious bound is an additive 1 away 
from the external-memory bound [24]. However, such type of error is reasonable as 
our main goal is to match bounds within multiplicative constant factors.
Proposition 6. Scanning n elements stored in a contiguous segment o f  memory with 
cache line size L  costs at most \n/L~\ +  1 cache m isses.
P roof > The main ingredient of the proof is based on the alignment of data elements 
in memory. We make the following observations.
• Let (q ,r)  be the quotient and remainder in the integer division of n by L. Let 
u (resp. w) be the total number of words in a fully (not fully) used cache line. 
Thus, we have n =  u +  w.
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• If u) =  0 then (q ,r) =  (|ra/Lj,0) and the scanning costs exactly q\ thus the 
conclusion is clear since \n/L] — [n/L\ in this case.
• If 0 < w < L  then (q , r) = ( [n /L \, w) and the scanning costs exactly q +  2; the 
conclusion is clear since \n/L'] =  [n/L\ +  1 in this case.
• If L  <  w < 2L  then (<?,r) =  (|_n/LJ,u> — L) and the scanning costs exactly 
q +  1; the conclusion is clear again.
<
2.6 Multicore architecture
A multicore architecture consists of a multicore processor, which is a single com­
puting component with two or more independent processors called "cores” . These 
cores are the basic units that perform read and execute program instructions. These 
instructions axe ordinary CPU instructions like add, move data , and branch. But, 
importantly, the multiple cores can execute multiple instructions at the same time, 
which enhance the overall speed of the program execution in the way of parallel com­
puting. A manycore processor is also a multicore processor in which the number of 
cores is large enough that traditional multiprocessor techniques are no longer efficient. 
Manufacturers typically integrate the cores onto a single integrated circuit die, known 
as a chip multiprocessor or CMP, or onto multiple dies in a single chip package.
The cores in a multicore architecture can be connected tightly or loosely. For in­
stance, cores may or may not share caches, and they may implement inter-core com­
munication techniques such as message passing or shared memory. Common network 
topologies are used to interconnect cores, including bus, ring, two-dimensional mesh 
and crossbar. Homogeneous multicore systems include only identical cores, whereas, 
heterogeneous multicore systems have cores which are not identical in practice. Cores 
on multicore systems may implement architecture features such as instruction level 
parallelism (ILP), vector processing, SIMD or multithreading, similar to those of 
single-processor systems.
The advantages of multicore architecture include the fact that cache coherency 
circuitry operates at a much higher clock-rate than in distributed systems where the 
signals have to travel off-chip. That is, signals between different CPUs (cores) travel 
shorter distances, and therefore those signals degrade less. As a result, these higher- 
quality signals with high frequency allow more data to be transferred within a short 
time period. Moreover, a multicore processor usually uses less power than multiple 
coupled single-core processors, this is because of the reduced power required to drive
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off-chip signals. Furthermore, the cores share some circuitry, like the L2 cache and 
the interface to the front side bus (FSB). Also, multicore design produces a product 
with lower risk of design error than devising a new wider core-design.
Although there are lots of advantages of multicores, writing multithreaded pro­
grams for this architecture remains quite challenging. Maximizing the utilization of 
the computing resources in this architecture requires adjustments both to the operat­
ing system (OS) support and to existing application software. Also, the performance 
of multicore processors to execute applications depends on the use of multiple threads 
within applications. Finally, raw processing power is not the only constraint on sys­
tem performance. Several processing cores sharing the same system bus and as a 
result memory bandwidth limits the real-world performance advantage. If a single 
core is about to consume whole memory-bandwidth, then for the dual-core, it im­
proves only 30% to 70% of its performance. If memory bandwidth is not a problem, 
upto 90% improvement is possible. Moreover, if communication between the CPUs is 
the negligible factor, then it would be possible for an application to execute faster on 
two CPUs than on one dual-core, which would count as much as 100% improvement.
2.7 Systolic arrays
Systolic arrays are matrix-like regular rows of basic data processing units called cells. 
Each of these cells relies on arriving data from different directions in the array at 
regular intervals and being combined [12]. The data streams, which are entering and 
leaving the ports of the array, are generated by auto-sequencing m em ory units called 
ASMs. In embedded systems, it is also possible that these data streams be input 
from and/or output to external components.
Matrix multiplication might be a good example of the design of systolic algorithm, 
where one matrix is fed in a row at a time from the top of the array and is passed 
down the array. The other matrix is fed in a column at a time from the left hand 
side of the array and passes from left to right. In order to be seen each processor as 
a whole row and a whole column, dummy values are often passed in when they are 
not like so. Finally, the multiplication result is stored in the array and can now be 
output a row or a column at a time, flowing down or across the array.
Lots of applications of systolic arrays include faster input processing, scalability, 
high throughput etc. The cells are organized in such a way that it can simultaneously 
process the input, that is, its processing is faster than the conventional computing 
architecture. Also, this architecture can easily be extended to many more processors
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according to the requirements of the application. Moreover, systolic arrays offer a 
way to take certain exponential algorithms and use hardware to make them linear.
The disadvantages of systolic arrays include its complicated design and implemen­
tation of hardware and software, highly cost of hardware compared to uniprocessor 
system, highly specialized for particular applications, difficult to build the system etc.
In the perspective of this thesis, systolic arrays are important since they provide 
the best known work-efficient parallel algorithm for computing GCDs of univariate 
polynomials [11]. By work-effcient, we mean that the work is the same complexity 
class as the Euclidean Algorithm. This systolic algorithm for GCDs will be assumed 
in the results of Chapter 7.
2.8 Graphics processing units (GPUs)
A graphics processing unit (GPU) is a specially designed hardware that accelerates 
the building of images in a frame buffer targeted for output to a display. This is done 
in such a special way that it can rapidly manipulate and alter memory in the system. 
Some of the characteristics of GPUs are as follows:
• GPUs can perform large amounts of floating point computation efficiently since 
they have lower control overhead.
• They use dedicated functional units for specialized tasks to increase computa­
tional speeds.
• GPUs suffer less for memory bandwidth limitations and therefore aims for max­
imum bandwidth usage. v
• Uses some strategy like multiple threads to cope with latency, scheduling of 
DRAM cycles to minimize idle data-bus time, etc.
• Threads in multithreaded programs are managed by hardware on GPUs rather 
than software.
• Effective cache design provides higher cache rate.
The applications of GPUs include embedded systems, mobile phones, personal 
computers, workstations, game consoles, etc. However, in order to achieve the maxi­
mum efficiency for these applications, the GPUs are programmed in a very different 
way than the conventional programming on CPU. Although programming a GPU 
is not so hard, but it needs detailed knowledge of the architecture of the GPU to 
exploit the full advantages of the computational power of the GPU. Moreover, it is 
very necessary to know the data passing techniques through the GPU to devise an 
efficient algorithm targeted for GPU.
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2.9 Random access machine (RAM) model
The RAM is a simple model of computation which is used to measure the run time 
of an algorithm by counting up the number of steps it takes on a given problem 
instance. Unlike Turing m achine, which could not access the memory immediately 
without accessing all intermediate cells, it can access the arbitrary memory in a 
single step process. The memory considered, in this model, is unbounded and has the 
capability to store arbitrarily large integers in each of its memory cells. This model 
can be programmed in some specified but arbitrary programming language. Some of 
the properties of this model are as follows:
• Each “simple operation” like addition, subtraction, multiplication, assign, 
branching, calling, etc. takes exactly 1 time step.
• Loops and procedures are considered to be the composition of many single-step 
operations.
• Each memory access takes exactly one time step, and we have as much memory 
as we need. The RAM model takes no notice of whether an item is in cache or 
on the disk, which simplifies the analysis.
A common problem of this model is that it is too simple, that is, these assumptions 
make the conclusions and analysis too hard to believe in practice. For instance, 
multiplying two numbers does not have the same cost as adding two numbers, which 
clearly violates the first assumption of the model. Memory access times also differ 
greatly depending on whether data are available in cache or on memory or on the disk, 
which violates the third assumption. However, in spite of having such restrictions, 
this model does not provide misleading results for the real world problems, since this 
only assumes a simple abstract model of computation. Furthermore, robustness of 
the RAM model enables us to analyze algorithms in a machine-independent way.
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Chapter 3
Serial Algorithms for Factor 
Refinement and GCD-free Basis 
Computation
This chapter brings the background materials which are at the core of this thesis. In 
Section 3.1, we review the notion of coprime factorization and related concepts, such 
as factor refinement and GCD-free basis. Serial algorithms computing coprime factor­
izations are recalled in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The parallelization of those algorithms 
will be discussed in the remaining chapters.
3.1 Factor refinement and GCD-free basis
Suppose we have obtained a partial (that is, non-necessarily irreducible) factorization 
of a univariate polynomial P(x) of degree n with coefficients in a finite field K, say 
P(x) =  P\(x)P2(x) . . .  Pj(x). A refinement of this factorization is a more “complete” 
factorization
p {x )  =  n Qi(x )ei
l<i<k
with ei >  1 and where the Qi(x) ^  1 are pairwise relatively prime, k >  2 and each 
Pi, for 1 < i <  j ,  writes as a product of some of the Qi's, for 1 < i < k.
In order to unify the presentation for both polynomials and integers, the formal 
definition below considers a Unique Factorization Domain (UFD) as underlying ring.
Definition 3. Let D be a unique factorization domain (UFD, fo r  short). Let m i,
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m2j . . . ,  m r be elem ents o f  O and let m  be their product. Let also ?2i, 722, . . . ,  725 
be elements o f  D. We say n i ,n 2, . . .  ,n 3 a GCD-free basis whenever gcd(n¿, nf) =  1 
fo r  all 1 < i < j  <  s. Let Ci,e2, . ■ ■ , es be positive integers. We say that the pairs 
(nu ei), (t22, e2) , . . . ,  (ns , ea) form  a refinement o f  m i, m 2 , . . . ,  m r i f  the following three 
conditions hold:
(i) n i,U 2 , . . .  ,n s is a GCD-free basis,
(ii) fo r  every 1 < i <  r  there exists non-negative integers f \,. . .  , f 3 such that we 
have r ii< j< 3n/  =  m i>
(«*) rii<¿<3n? =  m  h° ids■
When this holds, we shall also say that n i , n2, . . . , n 5 is a GCD-free ba­
sis 0/ Finally, whenever (z) and (Hi) hold, we also say that
(ni) ei)j (n2j 2̂)5 ■ ■ • > (ns, e s) is a coprime factorization  o f  m  and we will often write 
n ie i,n 2e2, . *. ,n / 8 instead  o/(ni,ei) ,  (n2je2) , . . . ,  (nSTe5).
Let us make this definition clear using an example with the ring Z of the integer 
numbers.
Exam ple 3. Suppose m\ =  2 ,m 2 =  6,7723 = 7,7724 = 10,7225 = 15,7726 = 21,7727 — 
22,772s =  26, and then m  =  151351200. Suppose also 721 =  11,722 =  13,723 == 3,724 =  
7,725 — 5 ,726 =  2 and e\ — l , e 2 =  l , e 3 =  3,e4 — 2, e5 — 2,e6 =  5. Then from  
Definition 3 we get that
(0  (11,1),  (13,1),  (3,3),  (7,2), (5,2), (2,5) is a refinement o f  2, 6, 7, 10, 15, 21, 22, 
26,
(ii) 11 , 13 ,3 , 7 ,5 , 2  is a GCD-free basis o f  2 ,6 ,7 ,10,15,21,22,26,
(ii) (11,1),  (13,1),  (3, 3), (7,2), (5,2), (2,5) is a coprime factorization  o f  151351200.
3.2 Quadratic algorithms for factor refinement
The history of factor refinement is long. Research on this topic goes back (at least) to 
1974 with Collins who proposed a factor refinement algorithm for polynomials [18]. 
This result is also noted by von zur Gathen in 1986 [33] for univariate polynomials. 
An algorithm for multivariate polynomials was proposed by Paul Wang in 1980 [31].
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For the case of the integers, a factor refinement algorithm is proposed in [6], based 
on the following natural elementary procedure. Given a partial factorization of an 
integer m, say m  — raim 2, we compute d =  gcd(mi, m2) and write
m  ~  (mi/d)(d2)(m 2/d).
Then this process is continued until all the factors are relatively prime. This method 
is also used for the general case of more than two inputs, say m  — mim2 . . .
Following [6], let us denote by size(n ) the number of bits in the binary represen­
tation of n. Then, we have:
f 1 if n =  0
s iz e(n ) =  <
l l  +  Llog2 M J if n > 0 .
Algorithm 7: Refine
Input: Positive integers mi , m2, . . . , m r > 2; let m  be the product of
7711, 777-2 j • * • j iTly.
Output: List of pairs of positive integers L  — [(n1? ei), (n2, e2) , . - . ,  (na, es)] 
such that (ni, ei), (n2, e2) , . . . ,  (ns,e5) is a refinement of 
m i , m 2, . ■. , mr.
comment The algorithm maintains a list L  of pairs of positive integers (ni,e*) 
such that m  =  I I k k a : nT̂  where k  > 2  and e* >  1.
i: initialize n» «— m ^ ei <— 1, a list L  <— [(rti^ei) \ 1 <  i <  r}.
2: while there remains i <  j  with gcd(n^nj) ^  1 do 
3: d <— gcd(n^, rij);
4: remove pairs (ra*, e»), (n ,̂ e )̂ from L;
5: add the pairs (n^/d, e»), (d, +  ej), (rij/d, ej) to L, except for those pairs
containing 1 as their first entry;
6: output List L  =  [(ni, e i ) , . . . ,  (na, es)].
The authors used the “plain complexity” model where multiplication of m  by n is 
done in 0 (s iz e (m )s iz e (n )) bit operations, the integer remainder r =  m  — qn , 0 <  r < 
n is computed within 0 (s iz e (m /n )s iz e (n ))  bit operations and the GCD computation 
of d — gcd(m, n) is performed within 0 (s iz e (m /d )s iz e (n )) bit operations, when m  > 
n  holds. It is emphasized in [6] that one theorem provided in the paper shows that 
the output of the algorithm does not depend on the order in which the pairs are 
examined.
Proposition 7. Algorithm  7 uses 0 ( s iz e (m )3) bit operations.
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Algorithm 8: PairRefine________________________________________________
Input: Positive integers m i , m2 >  2.
Output: List L  — [(ni, ei) | n, 7̂  1] such that (ni? ei), (n2, e2) , . . . ,  (n8) es) is a 
refinement of mi , m2.
i: initialize ni <— m i,n 2 «— m2, ei <- e2 4- 1, a list L [(ni, ei), (n2, e2)].
2: while there remains i with both n,£, ni+i 7̂  1 do 
3: d gcd(ni, rii+i);
4: replace the pairs (rc^e* ) and (ni+i,ei+ i) with (n^/d, e*) and (n*+i/d, e^+i);
5: insert the pair (d, e* +  ei+i) as the new (i + l)-th  pair;
6: output List of pairs L  =  [(m, e*) | Hi ^  1].
Algorithm 9: Augment Ref inement 
Input: A positive integer \ >  2 and a list of pairs of positive
integers L j =  [(n 1, e i ) , . . . ,  (ns, es)] such that n\, n2, . . . , ns is a 
GCD-free basis, where ni > el  and e* > 1.
Output: A refinement of m j+\,nê  , . . .  ,n e3s. 
l: initialize (m, e) «- (rrij+i, 1), Lj+i 4-  empty list.
2: while L j not empty and 1 do 
3: ( n j )  <- F i r s t  (L j);
4: if n /  1 then
5: V  4- P airR ef ine((m , e), (n, /));
6: L j+i 4-  Concat(Lj+i,R e s t(L /));
7: (m,e) F ir s t(L ') ;
8: L j 4 -  Rest (Lj);
9: L j+i 4- Concat(Lj+i,R e s t(L j) , (m,e)); 
io: output List of pairs (n*, ei) E L j+1 with n* > 2 and e* > 1.
In addition, analyzing the data locality of this algorithm (Algorithm 7) leads to the 
following observation. At lines 4 and 5, the two pairs (n^e*) and (rij,e j) are replace 
by (n*/d, e*), (d, +  ej), (nj/d, ej) which will be re-scanned in a later iteration of the
while-loop. In the worst case, the list pairs L of is scanned 0 (n )  times leading to 
0 (n 2/L )  cache misses, using an ideal cache with L words per cache line.
The running time complexity can be improved by keeping tracks of the pairs in 
an ordered list such that only pairs that are adjacent in the list can have a nontrivial 
GCD. This modified algorithm is presented in [6]. It relies on two procedures:
• Algorithm 8 which takes two positive integers mi, m2 > 2 as input and produces 
a refinement of m i , m 2 as output, and
• Algorithm 9 which “inserts” a new pair in a coprime factorization.
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More precisely, Algorithm 9 takes a coprime factorization ( n i , e i ) , . . . ,  (ns, e s) and a 
positive integer rrij+i >  2; it returns a refinement of rrij+i, n®1, n22, • • •, ne3*.
Proposition 8. Algorithm 8 uses 0 ( s iz e ( l)2) bit operations i f  s ize(l)  = s ize(m i)  +  
size(m 2).
Proposition 9. Algorithm 9 runs within 0 (s iz e (m )2) bit operations i fm  is the prod­
uct o f  rrij+i, n®1, n l2, . . . ,  nes*.
On the other hand, similarly to Algorithm 7, we observe that Algorithm 8 proceeds 
by repeating a “scan-and-replace” pattern, which does not favor data locality. This 
procedure is invoked by Algorithm 9 and it is easy to see that the whole process 
may incur 0 ( n 2/L )  cache misses. Algorithm 22 proposed in Chapter 4 will improve 
this situation. Indeed, while preserving the same algebraic complexity, this latter 
algorithm incurs only 0 ( n 2/Z L )  cache misses, for an idealized cache of size Z, with 
cache lines of size L.
We conclude this section by stating running time estimates of Algorithm 8 and 9 
applied to univariate polynomials over a field, instead of integer numbers, which is 
also presented in [6].
Proposition 10. Let m\ and m2 be monic polynomials in K[x], o f  degree d\ and d2, 
with di, d2 > 0. Let d =  d\ +  d2. Then Algorithm 8 uses 0 ( d 2) operations in K.
Theorem 1. Let mi, m2, . . .  mr be monic polynomials in K[x], each o f  them with posi­
tive degree. A refinement o f  m m 2 , ■ • •, m r may be calculated by repeated augmentation 
using 0 ( (^ d e g m i)2) operations in K.
3.3 Fast algorithms for GCD-free basis
There are practical cases where coprime factorization routines are applied to an input 
sequence of square-free polynomials (or integers) ai, a2, . . . ,  as. Under this square-free- 
ness assumption, a quasi-linear time coprime factorization algorithm of univariate 
polynomial over a field (and more generally over a directed product of fields given by 
a zero-dimensional regular chain) is proposed in [15] and discussed in this section in 
the field case.
Let M (d) be a multiplication tim e, that is, an upper bound for the number of 
field operations performed to multiply two univariate polynomials of degree less than 
d. See Chapter 8 in [33] for a formal presentation of this notion. Define logp(x) — 
21og2(m axim um {2,x}). These notations are applicable throughout this thesis.
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The first algorithm (Algorithm 10) computes the sequence of all gcd(p, a*) for a 
polynomial p  and a sequence of polynomials A =  ai, a2, . . . ,  ae as input.
Algorithm 10: multiGcd(/? A)
Input: A polynomial / G K[x] and a sequence of square-free polynomials 
A =  ai, a2, . . . ,  ae in K[x].
Output: The sequence of all gcd(/, a*) for 1 < i <  e. 
i: d < -  $ZUi degree^);
2: if (degree(/) > d) then  
3: |_ /<—/  mod (aia2 . . . a e);
4; (9i , 92, . . . , 9e) < - ( /  mod a i , /  mod a2, . . . ,  / mod ac);
5: return gcd(<?i, ai),  gcdfe,  a2) , . . . ,  gcd(<7e, ac);









Input: Sequence of polynomials A =  ai, a2, . . . ,  ae and B  — 6i, &2, • • •, b3 in 
K[x] such that the elements of A (resp. B )  are pairwise coprime. 
Output: gcd(ai, fci),. . . ,  gcd(ax, bs) , . . . ,  gcd(ae; fei),. . . ,  gcd(ae? b8).
Build a subproduct tree called 5ub(ai ,a2, . . .  , ac) with Algorithm 2 where the 
root is labelled by the product of a ja 2 . . .  ae and let / =  Root Of (Sub)\
Label the root of Sub by multiGcd(/, B )  ; 
for every node N  G going top-down do 
if N  is not a leaf and has label g then 
/i 4 - le ftC h ild (A ); 
f 2 rightC hild(A r);
Label f i  by multiGcd(/i,^);
Label /2 by multiGcd(/2j #);
9: Print the leaf labels in a in-fix traversal of the tree; *1
Proposition 11. Algorithm 10 amounts to 0(M (degree(/)) +  M(d)logp(d)) opera­
tions in  K , where d is the sum o f  the degrees o f  the polynomials in A.
The second algorithm (Algorithm 11) takes two sequences of polynomials A =  
a \, a2, . . . , a e and B  — &i, 62, . . . ,  as input, and computes all pairs gcd(a6j) ,  for
1 < i <  e and 1 <  j  <  s. This algorithm assumes that the polynomials in A (resp. 
B )  are pairwise coprime.
Proposition 12. Algorithm 11 runs within 0(M {d)\ogp(d)2) operations in K, where 
d is the sum o f  the degrees o f  the polynomials in A and B .
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A lgorith m  12: gcdFreeBasisSpecialC ase(A , B )
Inp u t: Sequence of polynomials A =  ai, a2, . . . ,  ae and B  =  fe2, ■ ■ •, where, 
in each sequence, all polynomials are square-free and pairwise coprime. 
O u tpu t: A sequence of polynomials forming a GCD-free basis of A, B . 
i: (9i,j)i<i<e,i<j<s «-pairsO fG cd (A,B)-,
2: for j  =  1 to s do
3: L j 4 -  removeConstants(<7i j ,  ■ ■ ■, dej)  ;
// remove constant polynomials
4: Pj ElleLj k
5: 7j  f -  bj quotient Pj]
6: for i =  1 to e do
7: Li 4- r e m o v e C o n s ta n ts ^ !,^ ,. . .  ;
// remove constant polynomials
8: a i  <r~ Y ileL i ^
9: 5* <— a* quotient a*;
10: re tu rn  removeConstants(ffM , . . . ,  gitj, . . . ,  gCf8, 71, 72, . . . ,  7*, ¿1, $2, • ■ •, Se) ;
// remove constant polynomials
The third algorithm (Algorithm 12) takes two sequences of square-free polyno­
mials A =  a i, Û2, . ■., ae and B  =  &i,62, . . . ,  bs as input and computes a GCD-free 
basis of A and B . This algorithm assumes that the polynomials in A (resp. B ) are 
pairwise coprime. In Algorithm 12, the subroutine removeConstants takes a sequence 
of polynomials /1, . . . ,  f m of K[x\ and returns the sequence of the non-constant /¿’s 
in the same order as in /1, . . . ,  /m.
N.
P rop osition  13. Algorithm 12 runs within 0 (M (d)logp (d )2) operations in K ; where 
d is the sum o f  the degrees o f  the polynomials in A and B ..
A lgorith m  13: gcdFreeBasis(A )
In p u t: Sequence of square free polynomials A =  ai, <22, . .  -, ae.
O u tpu t: A GCD-free basis of A.
i: Build a subproduct tree called Sub'(A) like Algorithm 2 where the root is 
labelled by the sequence of polynomials A;
2: for every node N  E Sub', and from bottom-up do 
3: if  N  is not a leaf th en
4: A 4-  le ftC h ild (A );
5: /2 4— rightChild(iV );
6: Label N  by gcdFreeBasisSpecialC ase(/i,/2);
7: re tu rn  the label of Root Of (Subf);
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The fourth algorithm (Algorithm 13) which is also the top-level algorithm, takes 
a sequence of non-constant square-free polynomials A =  a l7a 2 , . . .  ,a e as input and 
produces a GCD-free basis of A as output.
Proposition 14. The total number o f  field operations o f  Algorithm 13 is 




Parallel Algorithms for Factor 
Refinement and GCD-free Basis 
Computation
Our research work is concerned with the simplification of systems of polynomial 
equations and inequations. As mentioned before, the goal of these simplifications 
is to remove repeated patterns such as common factors among inequations. When 
implemented efficiently, these techniques may greatly improve the performances of 
polynomial system solvers.
Algorithms for achieving this goal have been presented in the previous section and 
as they appear in the literature. However, this presentation and the related papers 
do not consider these algorithms under the angles of data locality and parallelism. 
Our proposed project is to fill this gap.
To this end, we take advantage of the work reported in [19] in the context of 
high-performance computing applied to problems on graphs and hypergraphs, such 
as transversal hypergraph computation. Another important part of our work would 
be to determine thresholds between plain and fast algorithms and also between serial 
and parallel execution. It is well-known that plain and serial base cases are essential 
to achieve best performances. This is why we shall put effort in optimizing both types 
of algorithms.
In this chapter, we focus on the problem of computing coprime factorization with a 
view to improve algorithms recalled in Section 3.2 and based on plain (or quadratic) 
arithmetic. Our aim is twofold. First, we wish to obtain an efficient algorithm in 
terms of data locality and parallelism. Secondly, we wish to measure the impact of 
the augment refinement principle in this context. Indeed, remember from Chapter 3
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that we have looked at two factor refinement algorithms based on plain arithmetic. 
The first one is Algorithm 7 whose running time is cubic in the sum of the sizes of the 
input integers (or polynomials). The second one is Algorithm 9, which is based on 
the augment refinement principle and whose running time is quadratic in the same 
measure. For clarity in the sequel of this section, we shall refer to Algorithm 7 as the 
naive refinem ent algorithm.
We shall see in Section 4.2 that Algorithm 9 leads to an efficient algorithmic 
solution in terms of data locality and parallelism. Section 4.1 shows that we are 
much less successful with a similar work based on Algorithm 7. The experimental 
results of Chapter 6 will confirm the complexity analysis of the present chapter.
One should stress the fact that, if the above conclusion seems a natural outcome, 
one should be careful with hasty conclusions regarding the parallelization of algo­
rithms that are asymptotically fast in terms of algebraic complexity. Indeed, as we 
shall argue in Chapter 7, GCD-free basis computation algorithms that are based on 
asymptotically fast arithmetic cannot lead to successful implementation on multicore 
architectures for the input sizes that are of practical interest today. Therefore, it was 
not obvious a priori that Algorithm 9 could lead to a better parallel solution than 
Algorithm 7. This is why we have chosen to report on both parallelization efforts in 
this chapter.
4.1 Parallelization based on the naive refinement 
principle
Our proposed parallelization of Algorithm 7 is presented as Algorithm 17 which uses 
Algorithms 14, 15, and 16 as its subroutines. Algorithm 17 follows a standard divide 
and conquer approach: until a base case is reached, the input data set is divided into 
two parts to which the algorithm is applied recursively, producing coprime factoriza­
tions which are then merged. As we shall see, the poor efficiency of Algorithm 17 
comes from its merging step which fails to use the augment refinement principle.
In a sake of clarity, we have chosen to describe Algorithm 17 when specialized to 
computing coprime factorizations of (arbitrary large) integer numbers. However, with 
very little modifications, this algorithm applies to univariate polynomials as well.
Let us describe Algorithm 17 and its subroutines more precisely. Algorithm 14 
takes two sequences of square-free positive integers called A =  ¿1, h ,  • • •, Ik and B  — 
m i , m2, . . .  ,m r as input and computes all possible pairs of GCDs of A and B  as
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output. These GCDs are then stored in a two-dimensional array called G =  [Gij
1 < i  <  k, 1 < j  < r).
A lgorith m  14: GcdOf A llPairsInnerCA , B , G)____________________________
In p u t: 1-D arrays of positive integers A =  Zi, ¿2, • •., Z*, B  =  m i , m2, . . . , mr 
and a 2-D array G =  [Gij \ 1 < i <  k, 1 < j  <  r].
O u tpu t: All possible pairs of gcd(Z*, n t j )  for 1 <  i <  k, 1 < j  <  r  with 
gcd(li,rrij) stored in G ij.
com m ent C  is a global variable equal to a base-case threshold, say 16. 
Assume C  >  2.
i: i f  k  < C  and r <  C  th en
2: for ( i , j )  €  { 1 , . . . ,  fc} x { l , . . . , r }  do
3: |_ G ij i -  g cd (A i,B j)  ;
4: else if  k > C  and r <  C  th en
5: Divide A into two halves A\ =  . . . ,  lk/2 ,A 2 =  lk/2+u •••Jk 5
6: spawn G cd 0fA llP a irsIn n er(A i,5 ,G );
7: spawn GcdOf A llP airsIn n er(A 2, 5 ,  G);
8: else i f  k  < C  and r  > C  th en
9: Divide B  into two halves B\ =  m i , . . . ,  mr/2, B 2 — mr/2+1, . . . ,  m r\
10: spawn GcdOf A llPairsIn n er(A , S i ,  G);
ii: spawn GcdOf A llP airsIn n er(A , S 2, G);
12: else
13: Divide A and S  arrays into two halves A\ =
k/2+u • • • j 4 ;  Si  = m i , . . . ,  mr/ 2, S 2 =  mr/2+i, • • 
14: spawn GcdOf A llPairsInner(A i, S i, G);
15: spawn GcdOfAllPairsInner(A2, S 2, G);
16: spawn GcdOf A llP airsIn n er(A i, S 2, G);
17: spawn GcdOf A llP airsIn n er(A 2, S i ,  G);
• * 5 lk/2i A<1 —
, TTlr ,
x
Algorithm 15 is a wrapper allocating work space for holding the output of Algo­
rithm 14 before calling this latter algorithm.
A lgorith m  15: GcdOfAllPairs(A, B )
In p u t: Array of positive integers A — l i , l 2 Ik anc B  = mi , m2, . . . ,m r.
O u tpu t: All possible pairs of gcd(^, rrij) \ 1 < i <  fc, 1 < 3 <  r.
i: Allocate space for a 2-D array G =  [Gij | 1 < i <  A:, 1 < 3 <  r] ;
2: GcdOf A llP airsIn n er(A , S ,  G) ; // C all Algorithm 14
3: re tu rn  array G ;
Algorithm 16 is used for merging two coprime factorizations. More precisely, let 
A =  ¿1, ¿2? • ■ •, Ik, B  =  m i , m2, . . . ,  m r be two sequences of pairwise coprime square-
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free positive integers. Let also E  — ei ,e2, * •. , 6  ̂ and F  =  /i,/2, - - - ,/r  be two 
sequences of positive integers. We regard A ,E  (resp. B ,F )  as a factor refinement 
(Zi, e i ) , . . . ,  (Zfc, efc) (resp. (mi, /x),. . . ,  (mr, /r)) of some partial factorization. Then, 
the output is a factor refinement of the concatenation A ) E  and 5 ,  F  such that the 
elements of the corresponding GCD-free bases are square-free. By concatenation of 
A, E  and B 1F , we mean the following factorization;
( h , e i ) , ( l k, e k), (mi, /i ) , . . . ,  (m r, f r). (4.1)








Finally, the top level algorithm, that is, Algorithm 17, receives a sequence of 
square-free positive integers A =  mi, m2, . . . ,  m k as input and generates a factor re­
finement of this sequence. More precisely, it generates two sequences of positive inte­
gers N  =  rii, n2, .. ■, ns and E  =  e i, e2, , . . ,  e3 such that (n i, ei), (n2, e2) , . . . ,  (n3)e3) is 
a refinement of m i, m2, • • • , m* where n2, . . . ,  ns are pairwise coprime and square- 
free as well.
Observe that the assumption that Zi, Z2, •.., h  and mi,  m2, . . . ,  m r are square- 
free is essential to guarantee that the algorithm works properly. That is, the 
algorithm produces a factor refinement. Moreover the elements of this GCD-free 
basis of this factor refinement are square-free.
A GCD-free basis of the elements occurring in A or B  is computed by a call to 
Algorithm 15 followed by the computations at lines 6 and 13. This GCD-free 
basis consists of the non-one entries appearing in A', B f or G  at Line 18. 
Observe that pi divides Z*. Indeed, the integer pi is the product of the 
gcd(Zi,mj)’s which all divide Z*. Moreover, these gcd(/*, m j)’s are pairwise co­
prime, because the mi , m2, . . . ,  m r are pairwise coprime too.
For a similar reason as above, the integer pj divides rrij
No data races occur in this parallel_for loop. The fact that G  and H  are in 
row-major layout is essential to reduce cache misses her$. Moreover, in practice, 
the grain size of the c ilk _ f  or should be large enough (probably 64) such that 
concurrent threads do not compete to acquire data (cache lines).
Matrices G  and H  are transposed before the second parallel .for loop in order 
to improve data locality.
Matrices G  and H  are transposed back to their original layout so as to perform 
instructions correctly and with a good data locality.
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A lgorithm  16: MergeRefinement (A, F , F , F )
In p u t: Arrays of positive integers A — ¿1, I2 , • • •, h , E  — e 1, e2, . . . ,  ,
B  =  mi,  m2, . . . ,  mr and F  =  /1, /2, . . . ,  /r , where A, E  (resp. F , F )  is 
regarded as a factor refinement (¿i, e i ) , . . . ,  (/*, e*) (resp.
(mij /i)j •. •, (mr , /r)). We assume that the I1 J 2 , • • •, 4  (resp. 
m i, m2, . . . , mr) are square-free and pairwise coprime.
O u tpu t: A factor refinement of the concatenation of A, E  and F , F . If 
C  =  c i , c2, . . .  , cs is the GCD-free basis of this output factor 










A llocate  G  a (A; x r)-array, H  a (k  x r)-array, A! an fc-array and B f an 
r-array. Both G  and H  are stored in row-major layout; 
parallel_for ( i , j )  E { 1, . . . ,  k }  x { 1, . . . ,  r }  do
L  H hi °5
G  <— GcdOf A llP a irs(A , B )  ; /* C all Algorithm 15 to  co n stru ct the GCD 
ta b le  re g a rd less  of the exponents. */ 
oara lleL for i =  1 to k  do // For each row 
Pi rii<7<r Q tj  ;
A'i <- h/Pi ; 
for j  =  1 to r  do 









Transpose G  and H  to improve data locality ; 
oarallel_for j  — 1 to r do // For each column 
Pj rii<i<fc G jj ;
B j rn j/p j ;
for i =  1 to k  do 
if  G jti =£ 1 th en
L H 3,i + fv
17: Transpose G  and H  back ;
18: Let si, S2j 53 be the number of the entries in A', 5 ' ,  G  that differ from 1; 
19: Allocate two integer arrays C  and F ,  both of size Si +  S2 +  S3;
20: Write the non-one entries of A', F ',  G  to C  in the order they appear;
21: Write the corresponding exponents from F , F , H  to D ;
22: re tu rn  C, D  ;
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Algorithm 17: ParallelFactorRefinement (A)____________________________
Inp u t: Array of square-free positive integers A =  . . . ,  m*.
O u tpu t: Two arrays of positive integers N  — ni, n2, . . . ,  ns, E  — e\, e2, ■ • •, e5 
such that (ni, ei), (n2, e2) , . ■., (na, e3) is a refinement of 
mi, m2, * • • , mfc. Thus ni, n2, . . . ,  n8 are pairwise coprime. Moreover, 
ni, n2, . . . , n s are square-free.
i: if k =  1 then
2: |_ re tu rn  [A], [ 1 ] ;
3: else
4: Divide array A into two parts called A\ and A2;
5: f\ spawn ParallelFactorRefinement(Ai) ;
6: /2  ■<— spawn ParallelFactorRefinement(A2) ;
7: sync;
8: return MergeRef inement ( / i , / 2) ;
Proposition 15 analyzes the parallelism of Algorithm 17 for the fork-join paral­
lelism model under one simplification hypothesis, which is stated below.
H ypothesis 1. Assume that each arithmetic operation (integer division and integer 
GCD computation) has a unit cost.
R em ark  1. The prim ary goal o f  Hypothesis 1 is to give a first complexity result on 
the parallelism  o f  Algorithm 17. For problems o f  practical interest, the input integers 
are likely to be large, thus multi-precision integer arithm etic is required and Hypoth­
esis 1 does not hold. However, i f  M  is the maximum size'o f an input integer, then 
each subsequent arithm etic operation perform ed by Algorithm 17 and its subroutines 
runs in 0 (M 2) bit operations. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 can still be seen as a first 
approximation o f  what really happens. As we shall see with Proposition 17, relaxing 
Hypothesis 1 still leads to a quadratic work (up to log factors) fo r  Algorithm 16. How­
ever, the work is now quadratic in the sum o f  the binary sizes o f  the input integers 
rather than quadratic in the number o f  input integers.
R em ark  2. In order to analyze Algorithm 17 and its subroutines, one needs to 
choose a measure o f  the input data. Hypothesis 1 suggests the following choices. 
For Algorithm 17 itself, when applied to an array o f  square-free positive integers 
A =  m i , m2, . . . , m n, this is simply n, the length o f  A. For each o f  Algorithm 15 
and Algorithm 16, with its notations, this is k  +  r.
P rop osition  15. Under Hypothesis 1, fo r  an array o f  square-free positive integers
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A =  m i, m2, . . . ,  m n o f  size n, the work, span, and parallelism o f  Algorithm 17 are 
respectively 0 ( n 2), 0 (n )  andO (n).
PROOF >  Let us denote by W i7(n), Wi6(n), Wi5(n) (resp. 517(n)? S ^ n ), £>15 fa)) 
the work (resp. span) of Algorithms 17, 16 and 15 on input data of order n.
We start our analysis with Algorithm 17. Recall that it proceeds in a divide-and- 
conquer manner, dividing the input data set into two parts, performing two recursive 
calls and then merging their results with Algorithm 16. Thus we have:
Wl l { n ) < 2 W l7{n /2) +  Wl%{n) and S l7{n) < S 17(n/2) +  S16(n). (4.2)
Algorithm 16 calls Algorithm 15 and performs two consecutive parallel for loops, 
each of them with a critical path of O fa) (due to the inner for loops).
Thus we have:
WFiefa) < Wi$(n) +  O fa2) and S±e(n) < S 15(n ) +  Ofa). (4.3)
Algorithm 15 is just a wrapper allocating work space and calling Algorithm 14. 
This latter algorithm proceeds in a divide-and-conquer manner. For simplicity we 
assume that C  — 2 holds. This does not affect the correctness of the algorithm. 
Moreover, keeping C  arbitrary does not bring much insight on the algorithm since 
for cases of practical interest n  is much larger than C. For simplicity we also assume 
that n  is a power of 2, since we focus on the asymptotic behavior of the work and 
the span. With these simplification assumptions, the work and span of Algorithm 15 
satisfy the following equations:
Wl5(n) <  4Wi5(n/2) +  0 (1 ) and S 15(n) < S 15(n/2) +  0 (1 ). (4.4)
From Equation 4.4, we have:
Wi5(n) =  0 ( n 2) and S15(n) =  0 ( lo g 2(n)).
From Equation 4.3, we obtain
Wi6(n) =  0 (n 2) and Sie(n) — 0 (n ).
Finally, from Equation 4.2, we deduce
Wyj(n) =  0 (n 2) and Sir{n) =  0 (n ).
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This completes the proof of the proposition. <
We turn now our attention to cache complexity, considering the serial elisions 
of Algorithm 17 and its subroutines. This means that, from now on,
• we replace by the empty string both keywords spawn and sync in these algo­
rithms, and
• we replace the keyword paralleLfor by for.
In other words, we analyze the cache complexity of the serial versions of our algo­
rithms.
The results of the paper [23] by Matteo Frigo and Volker Strumpen justifies this 
approach that reduces the cache complexity analysis of multithreaded algorithms to 
the cache complexity analysis of their serial counterparts. Successful examples for 
algorithms like matrix multiplication, 1-D stencil, Gaussian elimination and back 
substitution are presented in [23]. We leave for future
• to show that this reduction is also valid for Algorithm 22 and its subroutines,
• to adjust the complexity result of Proposition 16 with the multithreaded cor­
rection terms yielded by a multithreaded execution.
One should observe that, for the examples of [23], the multithreaded correction terms 
are always of lower order when compared to the terms coming from the serial analysis. 
For instance, a multithreaded cache oblivious matrix multiplication incurs 0 ( n 3/\/Z-\~ 
(P u fi^ n 2) cache misses when executed by the Cilk scheduler on a machine with P  
processors, each with a cache of size Z. In this case, the serial term is nz/y fZ  and 
the multithreaded correction term is (P n )lj/3n2.
Analyzing the cache complexity of serial (or multithreaded) algorithms requires 
specifying how data is layed out in memory. This leads to the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2. Assume that there exists a positive integer w such that each integer 
coefficient o f  each input array A or B  in Algorithms 17, 16 and 15 is stored in w 
consecutive m achine words. We also assume that each input array A or B  is packed, 
that is, its successive coefficients occupy consecutive m em ory slots.
Remark 3. The first part o f  Hypothesis 2 can be seen as a natural consequence o f  
Hypothesis 1. The second part is a standard code optimization technique that can 
always be enforced whether Hypothesis 1 holds or not. O f course, this brings extra 
work and implementing this strategy efficiently is crucial. We shall return to this 
issue in Chapter 5. One can also refer to [19] fo r  an im plementation discussion on 
data packing.
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Our cache complexity analysis focuses on Algorithm 14. Here’s the reason. Mem­
ory accesses are performed in Algorithms 16 and 14 only, so only these two algorithms 
are relevant to cache complexity analysis. Moreover, as we shall see, Algorithm 14 
is an efficiency bottleneck for Algorithm 16, in terms of cache complexity. Based on 
this, there is no point in putting effort in analyzing Algorithm 16: the result will be 
at least as bad as the one of Algorithm 14.
Proposition 16. Under Hypotheses 1 and 2, consider an ideal cache o f  Z words, 
with L words per cache-line. Then, fo r  C  small enough, fo r  any input o f  size n, the 
number o f  cache misses o f  Algorithm 14 is Q{n) £ 0 ( n 2/ L  +  n2/Z +  n2/Z 2). Using 
the tall cache assumption, this becomes Q(n) € 0 (n 2/L ).
P roo f > To keep the calculations simple, we assume that w divides L  exactly and 
that the input arrays A and B  are aligned. This assumption has no incidence on the 
complexity class of Q(n).
We use the idealized cache model described in Section 2.5. The key observation 
is that, when n  is small enough, the whole Algorithm 14 can be executed without 
cache misses other than cold misses, that is, without cache misses other than those 
necessary to bring once (and only once) the cache lines storing the input and output 
data into cache. This implies that there exists a positive constant a  such that Q{n) 
satisfies the following relation:
{ n2/L  +  n  for n < a Z
4Q(n/2) +  0 (1 ) otherwise,
provided C  < aZ . Let us justify the above recurrence relation. The case n > a Z  is 
correct simply because of the recursive structure of the algorithm. The case where 
n < a Z  holds (for n < C) corresponds to the situation where only cold cache misses 
occur. In this case, bringing the cache lines with the input arrays A and B  is done 
within 0(n / L  +  1) cache misses. However, bringing the cache lines for storing the 
computed n2 values G ij amounts to 0 (n 2/L +  n) cache misses. The above recurrence
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leads to the following inequality for all n >  2:
Q(n)<4Q(n/2)  +  0 ( l )
<4[4Q(n/4) +  0 ( l) ]  +  0 ( l )
fc-i
< 4fcQ(n/2fc) +  ^ 4 * 0 ( 1 )
3=0
where k — [log2(n /a Z )] .  Since n /2 k < a Z , we deduce:
Q(n) <  (n /a Z )2[(aZ )2 /  L  +  aZ] +  Q ({n /a Z )2)
=  Q(n2/ L  +  n2/Z  +  n2/Z 2).
This completes the proof. <
R em ark  4. Proposition 16 is a negative result fo r  the following reason. First o f  
all, we should observe that this asymptotic upper bound can be reached. Indeed, it is 
easy to construct an example fo r  that. Secondly, in practice, the value o f  L  is in the 
order o f  8 to 16 while that o f  Z is in the order o f  215 to 217, which justifies the tall 
cache assumption. Therefore, the ratio between the work and the number o f cache 
misses is L , that is, quite small. Now recall that the penalty fo r  one cache miss in a 
multicore processor is typically in the order o f  100 CPU cycles while a machine word 
operation may cost less than one CPU cycle, thanks to instruction level parallelism  
(ILP). Therefore a multithreaded program implementing Algorithm 14 on a multicore 
architecture may spend much more time in waiting fo r  data transfer than in actual 
computations. This is clearly not satisfactory.
We return now the analysis of the work of Algorithm 16. We shall no longer 
assume that each division or GCD computation has a unique cost. We shall now take 
into account the size of the operands for estimating the cost of a division or GCD 
computation. For simplicity, we do this analysis when Algorithm 16 is applied to 
univariate polynomials over a field, instead of integers, as stated below.
H ypothesis 3. We assume that the input arrays A and B  o f  Algorithm 16 contains 
k and r  univariate polynomials over a field K . We denote by \p\ the degree o f  a non­
zero univariate polynomial p  over K . We assume that, fo r  pi ,P2 € K[x] computing 
the quotient (in the Euclidean division) ofp\ by P2 or computing a GCD ofp\ ,p 2 can 
be done within 0 (|pi||p2|) operations in K .
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Proposition 17. Let n denote the sum o f  the degrees o f  the polynomials in A and 
B . Then, under Hypothesis 3, Algorithm 16 works within 0 ( n 2) operations in K, up 
to log factors.
P roo f >  At Line 3, computing the GCD of li and mj can be done within 0(\li\\mj\) 
operations in K, for each 1 < i <  k  and each 1 < j  <  r. Thus the total cost of Line 
3 is
o(e::>e ;:>i) (4-5)
operations in &. Observe that, for a fixed i €  {1 the sum of the degrees of
G 1,1 . . . ,  Gi,r is at most the degree of k. Indeed, the input polynomials in A (resp. B ) 
are square-free and pairwise coprime. Therefore, using subproduct tree techniques, 
all the products at Line 5 can be computed within
° (e::; w2) • m
operations in K, up to  log factors. For a reference, see Chapter 10 in [34]. Next, 
all divisions at Line 6 can be computed within
o (e:: nr) • <«>
bit operations. Similarly, the total cost of Lines 12 and 13 is
°(e;:>/)- , <«>
Therefore, up to log factors, the total cost of Algorithm 16 is
o (e;:: ime;:; m +o (e::: m)+o (e;:; i»/) •
Letting u =  5Z \h\ and v =  \m i\i ^ îs can be bounded over by 0 (u v  +  u2 +  u2), up 
to log factors, and the conclusion follows. <
R em ark  5. Proposition 17 shows that relaxing Hypothesis 1 still leads to a quadratic 
work (up to log factors) fo r  Algorithm 16. However, the work is now quadratic in the 
sum o f  the sizes o f  the input data items (integers or polynomials) rather than quadratic 
in the number o f  the data items. Therefore, the inefficiency o f  Algorithm 16 comes 
primarily fo r  its high cache complexity and not so much from  an excess o f  work.
Turning to im plem entation considerations, the situation becomes worse. Indeed, in 
practice, subproduct tree techniques, which are behind the complexity result o f  Propo-
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sition 17, have several drawbacks. F irst, they increase m em ory consumption by a log 
factor. Secondly, they provide benefits in terms o f  algebraic complexity only fo r  very 
large input sizes. Thirdly, they are hard to parallelize on multicore architectures. We 
shall return to all these implementation considerations in Chapter 7.
4.2 Parallelization based on the augment refine­
ment principle
Algorithm 22 presented in this section is an efficient algorithmic solution in terms 
of data locality and parallelism for coprime factorization of integers or univariate 
polynomials. With respect to Algorithm 17, presented in the previous section, the 
main gain is in terms of cache complexity. To be more specific, consider an ideal cache 
of Z words, with L words per cache-line. Using the tall cache assumption, for an input 
data of size of n, Algorithm 22 incurs 0 ( n 2/Z L )  cache misses while Algorithm 17 
suffers from 0 ( n 2/L )  cache misses. This substantial gain is obtained thanks to a 
cache friendly and memory efficient procedure (Algorithm 21) for merging two coprime 
factorizations. Before analyzing Algorithm 22, we describe its specifications and those 
of its subroutines, namely Algorithms 18, 19, 20, and 21.
Algorithm 18 receives two square-free polynomials a, b G K[x] and two positive 
integers e, /. Its output is a factor refinement of ae,bC
The input of Algorithm 19 is a square-free polynomial a  G K[x], a posi­
tive integer e, a sequence of square-free pairwise coprime ^univariate polynomials 
B  =  (&i, • • •, bn) of K[x] and a sequence of positive integers F  =  (/i, f^  . . . ,  /n).
The output is a factor refinement of ae, b^ 1, . . . ,  h j n.
Algorithm 20 takes two sequences of square-free pairwise coprime polynomials 
A — ( a i , . . . , a n) and B  =  (£>i, 62, • • •, br) of K[x] together with two sequences of 
positive integers E  =  (ei, e2, . . . ,  en) and F  =  (/1, /2, • • •, /r)- The output is a factor 
refinement of a \ex, . . . ,  anGn, b^ 1, . . . ,  b j r .
The input and outputs specification of Algorithm 21 are respectively the same as 
those of Algorithm 20. The difference is that Algorithm 21 is a parallel execution, 
which uses Algorithm 20 as serial base case.
Finally, the top level algorithm (Algorithm 22) takes a sequence of square-free 
univariate polynomials A — (mi, m2, . . . ,  m*) G K[x] as input and generates as out­
put a sequence of univariate polynomials N  =  (n\, n^-,. . . ,  n3) G K[x] and a sequence
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Input: Two square-free univariate polynomials a, b € K[x] for a field K  and 
two positive integers e, /.
Output: (c, u, G, V, d, w) where c, d £ K[x] and G N and G is a sequence 
(51, . . . ,  ga) of polynomials of K[x] and V is a sequence (ui , . . . ,  vs) of 
positive integers such that (c, u), (<71, i>i),. . . ,  (gs , vs), (d, it;) is a factor 
refinement of (a, e), (6, /) .
i g c d ( a ,  6);
2: a' a quotient <7;
3: b* b quotient
Algorithm 18: PolyRef ine(a, e, 6, / )
4: if <7 — 1 then
5: [_ return (a, e, 0 ,  0 , b, / )  ; / /  Here 0  designates the empty sequence
6: else if a =  b then








( 4 , e i , G i , V i , r i , / i )  <- P olyR efin e(a ',e ,g ,e +  /);
(̂ 2,e2,G2, V2, r 2, f 2) <- PolyRef ine(r!, / 1 , ò', / ) ;  
if ¿2 7̂  1 then
G2 G2 +  (¿2) Î / /  Here +  designates sequence concatenation
V2 V2 +  (^2);
14: re tu rn  (¿ i , ei ,Gi  +  G2)Vi +  V2, r 2,/2) ;
of positive integers E  =  (ei, e2, . . . ,  es) such that ((ni, ei), (n2l e2) , . . . ,  (na, ea)) is a 
refinement of (mi, m2, ■ ■ • , m*). Moreover, ni, n2, . . . ,  na are square-free.
Proposition 18 analyzes the parallelism of Algorithm 22 for the fork-join paral­
lelism model under one simplification hypothesis, which is stated below.
Hypothesis 4. Assume that each polynomial operation (division or GCD computa­
tion) involved in Algorithm 22 or its subroutines has a unit cost.
Remark 6. As fo r  Proposition 15, our prim ary goal with Proposition 18 is to give 
a first complexity result on the parallelism o f  Algorithm 22. Obviously, Hypothesis 4  
is not realistic. However, i f  D is the maximum degree o f  an input polynomial and 
i f  each arithm etic operation (addition, multiplication, inversion) in K  has a constant 
bit cost, then each subsequent polynomial operation perform ed by Algorithm 22 or its 
subroutines runs in 0 ( D 2) bit operations. Therefore, Hypothesis 4 can still be seen 
as a first approximation o f  what really happens.
Remark 7. In order to analyze Algorithm 22 and its subroutines, one needs to choose 
a measure o f  the input data. Hypothesis 4 suggests the following choice. For each o f
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In p u t: A square-free polynomial a  G K[x], a positive integer e, a sequence of 
square-free pairwise coprime polynomials B  — (b \,b2, . . . ,  bn) of K[x] 
and a sequence of positive integers F  =  (/1, /2> • • •, fn)- 
O u tpu t: (i, m, Q , R, 5, T) where  ̂G K[x], m G N, Q =  (<71, . . .  ,q 3) and 
5  =  ( s i , . . . ,  5P) are two sequences of polynomials of K[x],
R  =  ( n , . . . ,  rs) and T  =  (£1, . . . ,  tp) are two sequences of positive 
integers such that (£, m), (qx, rx) , . . . ,  (q8, rs), (sx, i i ) , . . . ,  (sp, tp) is a 
factor refinement of ae, , . . . ,  b j 11.




















for i from 1 to n do
{£u m u GuVu du Wi) PolyRef ine(^_i ,  bu f%) ;
Q Q +  G% 5  
R  G- R  +  ;
i f  di ^  1 th en
5 ^ 5  +  (4 )  ;
T T  +  (wi) ;
14: re tu rn  (Zn,m n,Q ,R ,S ,T )]
Algorithms 18, 19, 20, 21 or 22, the input size is the number o f  polynomials in the 
input.
P rop osition  18. Hypothesis 1, fo r  an input data o f  size n, the work, span, and 
parallelism  o f  Algorithm 22 are respectively 0 ( n 2), 0 (C n ) and 0 (n /C ) ,  where C  is 
the threshold BASESIZE.
PROOF >  Let us denote by W22(n), W2X(n), W20{n), W i9(n), Wi&(n) (resp. S22(n), 
S2i(n), S20(n), S io(n), S'ig(n)) the work (resp. span) of Algorithms 22, 21, 20, 19 and 
18 on input data of order n.
The top-level routine is Algorithm 22. It proceeds in a divide-and-conquer manner, 
dividing the input data into two equal parts, performing two recursive calls and then 
merging their results with Algorithm 21. Thus we have:
W22(n) < 2 W 22(n /2 )+  W2i(n) and S22(n) < S22(n /2) +  S2i(n). (4.10)
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In p u t: Two sequences of square-free pairwise coprime polynomials
A =  ( a i , .. ■, an) and B  =  (bi, 62,•. . ,  br) of K[x\ together with two 
sequences of positive integers E  =  (ej, e2, . . . ,  en) and
O u tpu t: ( L , M , <3,i?, S ,T) where L  =  (4 ,  • • • ,-£*), Q — (<Zi, • •. ,q3) and 
S  =  ( s i , . . . ,  sp) are three sequences of polynomials of K[x],
M  =  ( m i , . . .  ,772/0, i? =  ( r i , . . .  , r a) and T  =  (fx, . . .  , tp) are three 
sequences of positive integers such that 
(4 ,  m i ) , . . . ,  ( 4 ,  m/,), (91, r i ) , . . . ,  (gs,r a), ( s i , ¿1) , . . . ,  (sp, tp) is a 
factor refinement of (ai, e i ) , . . . ,  (o„, en), (4 ,  A ), • ■ •, (4 ,  /)•)•
Algorithm 20: MergeRef ineTwoSeq(A, E, B, F)
1: L  4— 0 J 
2: M  0 ;
3: Q •<— 0 ; 
4: R < - 0] 
5: 5 o  ^








for i from 1 to n  do
Ri, Si,T i) MergeRef inePolySeq(ai ,e i ,S'i_ 1,T i_1) ;
Q <— Q +  Qi ;
R 4— R  +  Ri 5  
if  ¿i =£ 1 th en
L <— L  +  (¿i) ;
M 4— M  +  (m )̂ ;
14: re tu rn  (L , M, Q, - R , 5n,Tn);
Algorithm 21 also proceeds in a divide-and-conquer manner, dividing the input 
data into two parts and performing two recursive calls. Then using the output of these 
two recursive calls as input of two subsequent recursive calls. To keep this analysis 
simple, we assume that n is a power of 2. However, and on the contrary of what we 
did in the proof of Proposition 15, we do not set the threshold BASESIZE to 2. The 
reason is because the costs (algebraic and cache complexity) play a crucial role in the 
performance of Algorithm 21. This fact will be made more clear within the proof of 
our cache complexity result, namely Theorem 2. We define C  :== BASESIZE and we 
have
W21(n) <
W2o(n) for n < C
4^21 (n/2) +  0 (1) otherwise,
(4.11)
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Inpu t: Two sequences of square-free pairwise coprime polynomials
A =  (als . . . , a n) and B  =  (61?62, . . . ,  6r) € K[x] together with two 
sequences of positive integers E  =  (ei, e2, . . . ,  en) and
O u tpu t: (L, M, Qi-Rj *5,T) where L  =  ( 4 , . . .  , 4 ) ,  <2 =  (<7i, • • . ,q s) and 
S  =  (51, . . . ,  sp) are three sequences of polynomials of K[x],
M  =  ( m i , . . . ,  m^), R  =  (r1? and T  =  (t1?. . . ,  tp) are three
sequences of positive integers such that
( h ,m i ) , . . . ,  ( 4 ,  m/j), (gi,7*i),. . . ,  (gs,r s), (si, 4 ) ,  ■ ■ •, (sP> *P) is a
factor refinement of (ai ,ei), . . . ,  (a„,e„), (61, / i ) , . . . ,  (br, f r).












i f  n  <  BASESIZE or r  <  BASESIZE th en  
re tu rn  MergeRef ineTwoSeq(A, F , 5 ,  F );
else
Divide A, F , F ,  and F  into two halves called A 2 , F i ,  E 2 , F i , F 2, and 
F i, F2, respectively ;
spawn MergeRef inementDNC(Alj F i, F i ,  F ^  ; 
spawn MergeRef inementDNC(A2, F 2, F 2, F2) ;
(L i, M i, Q i , R i , S i , 7 i) 
(L 2, M 2, (^2? ^2} *52} T2) 
sync ;
(L3, M3, Q3, F3, ¿>3, T3) 
(L4, M4, Q4, F4, S4, T4) 
sync ;
spawn MergeRefinementDNC(Li,M1, 5 2,F 2) ; 
spawn MergeRef inementDNC(L2, M2, Fi, Ti) ;
re tu rn
_ {F 3  +  L4 , M3 4- M4 , Qx +  Q2 +  Q3 +  <34) F i +  R 2  +  F 3  +  -̂ 4} £ 3  +  F4 } F3 4- T4 } ;
A lgorithm  22: P a ra lle lF a c to rR e f inementDNC(A)
In p u t: A sequence of square-free polynomials A =  ( mj , m2, . . . ,  m*) €  K[x}. 
O u tpu t: A sequence of square-free pairwise coprime polynomials
N  — (ni, n2, . . . , ns) E K[x], and a sequence of positive integers 
F  — (ei, e2, . . . ,  ea) such that (ni, ei), (n2, e2) , . . . ,  (ns, ea) is a factor 
refinement of mi , m2, • • * , m*.
i: if  k  <  2 th en
2: |_ re tu rn  (mi ) , ( l )  ;
3: else
4: Divide A  into two subsequences called Ai and A2;
5: (X u Yr) <— spawn ParallelFactorRefinementDNC(Ai) ;
6: (X 2 , Y2 ) E- spawn P a ra lle lF a c to rR e f inementDNC(A2) ;
7: sync;
8: re tu rn  MergeRef inementDNC(Ai, 1^, A 2,> 2);
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and
521 (n) < <
520 (n) for n < C
2521 (n/2) +  ©(l )  otherwise.
(4.12)
Hypothesis 4 implies that W2o(n), Wig(n), Wis(n) fit within @(n2), 0 (n ), 0 (1 ), 
respectively. Moreover, since Algorithms 20, 19 and 18 are serial, we also have 5 2o(^), 
5 i9(n), 5 i8(n) within 0 (n 2), 0 (n ), 0 (1 ), respectively.
Let k  — [log2(n/C)]. Then we have
W2i ( n ) < 0 ( 4 kC 2) =  0 (n 2) and S 21(n) < 0 (2 kC 2) =  0 (C n ).
Therefore, from Relation (4.10), we deduce
W22(n) 6  0 (n 2) and 5 22(n) € 0 (C n ).
This completes the proof. <
We observe that, under a “unit cost” hypothesis for the integer (or polynomial) 
arithmetic, the work, span and parallelism of Algorithm 17 and Algorithm 22 are 
essentially the same.
We turn now our attention to cache complexity, which will differentiate these two 
algorithms substantially. As for the algorithms analyzed in Section 4.1, we analyze 
the cache complexity of the serial versions of our algorithms. With Hypothesis 5, we 
start by specifying how data is layed out in memory.
H ypothesis 5. We assume that each input or output sequence in Algorithms 18, 19, 
20 or 21 is packed, that is, its successive polynomials occupy consecutive memory 
slots. We also assume that each element o f  the field  IK can be stored in one machine 
word.
Next, we specify a few helpful notations for establishing our cache complexity 
results.
N otation  1. We denote by \p\ the degree o f  a non-zero univariate polynomial p over 
K . For a finite polynomial sequence P  — (pi , . . .  ,pn), wc denote by \P\ the sum o f  
the degrees o f  p\ ,. . .  ,pn.
The purpose of the following hypothesis is to enforce the following property: any 
polynomial p  occurring in any input sequence or in any output sequence of Algo­
rithms 18, 19, 20 or 21 can be stored within \p\ machine words.
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H ypothesis 6. All polynomials in any input or output sequence o f  Algorithms 18, 
19, 20 or 21 is not constant and monic. Each integer in any input or output sequence 
o f positive integers is stored in one machine word.
R em ark  8. ,4s they are currently stated, Algorithms 18, 19, 20 or 21 do not meet 
Hypothesis 6. However, it is not difficult to modify them in order to satisfy Hypoth­
esis 6. Consider fo r  instance Algorithm 18. The necessary modifications consist in 
handling the cases a1 G IK and bf E K  in order to avoid the unnecessary recursive calls 
at Lines 9 and 10; moreover, i f  one o f  the returned polynomials i\ or  r2 is constant, 
one can use a Boolean instead.
Lem m a 1. Under Hypothesis 6, with the notations in the specifications o f  Algo­
rithm 18, we have
|c| +  \G\ <  \a\ and |G| +  \d\ <  \b\. (4.13)
P r o o f  C> We proceed by induction on the sum of the degrees of the input polynomials 
of Algorithm 18, that is, \a\ +  |6|. First, we observe that, at Line 4, if g =  1 holds, 
then the conclusion trivially holds. Indeed, in this case, we have c =  a, G  =  0  and 
d — b. Similarly, at Line 6, if a — b holds, the conclusion also holds. These two cases 
cover, in particular, the base case of the induction, that is, \a\ +  |6| =  2.
Now, we assume that g has a positive degree. Thus, we can apply the induction 
hypothesis to the two recursive calls at Lines 9 and 10, since we have |a'| +  |g| < |a| +  |6| 
and thus |ri| +  |6'| <  \g\ +  |6'| < \a\ +  |6|.
Next, we shall estimate \£i\, |Gi +  G2| and |r2| at the return point of Algorithm 18, 
that is, at Line 14. We designate by G° the value of G2 after executing Line 10 and 
before executing Line 11. Then we have:
\£\\ +  |Gi +  G2 < |̂ i I + [Gi
< \£\\ +  |Gi
< W\ +  Ì9Ì
< \a\
+  |G2|




since a =  o!g
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Similarly, we have





\Gi \ +  \G2\ A \r2\ by definition
|Gi| +  \i2\ A (\Gl\ +  |r2|) by definition 
|Gi| +  |rx| +  |6'| by induction
\g\ + W\ by induction
since b — bfg.
This completes the proof. <
Lem m a 2. Under Hypothesis 6, with the notations in the specifications o f  Algo­
rithm 19, we have
\£\ +  \Q\ <  \a\ and |Q| +  \S\ < \B\. (4.14)
PROOF > We use the notations of the pseudo-code of Algorithm 19. We have the 
following inequalities:
\£n\ A |Q| <  \£n\ A- \Gn \ +  |Gn_i| +  • * • +  \Gi\ by definition 
< |4i-i| +  |Gn_i| H-----h|Gi| by Lemma 1
< \£\ | +  |Gi| by Lemma 1
< |/o| by Lemma 1
<  \a\ by definition.
With Lemma 1, we also have:
\q \ +  \s\ <  +  W )  ^  ^  \B \-
This completes the proof. <
Lem m a 3. Under Hypothesis 6, with the notations in the specifications o f  Algo­
rithm 20, we have
\L\a \Q\<\A\ and \Q\ +  \Sn\ <  \B\. (4.15)
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PROOF >  We use the notations of the pseudo-code of Algorithm 20. We have the 
following inequalities:
\L\ +  \Q\ <  Y !i= i ( K i l  +  IQ il)  b y  d e f i n i t i o n
< T Z i\ ai\ by Lemma 2
< \A\ b y  d e f i n i t i o n
We also have:
\Q\ +  \sn < \Sn \ +  \Qn\ +  |Qn-l| h------- 1- |Qi| by definition
< +  |Qn-l| H---- • +  IQil by Lemma 2
< | 5 i |  +  \Qi\ by Lemma 2
< ISol by Lemma 2
< \B\ by definition.
This completes the proof. <\
P rop osition  19. Under Hypothesis 6, fo r  an input o f  size n, each o f  the Algo­
rithms 18, 19 and 20 can be run in space 0 (n ) bits.
PROOF >  Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 imply that for an input of size n, the output size is 
at most n. Recall that by input size or output size, we mean the total number of 
polynomial coefficients (except the leading coefficients since they are all set to 1). 
The output contains also sequences of positive integers, the number of those being 
at most n. Finally, we observe that each of the Algorithms 18, 19 and 20 does not 
require extra memory space other than:
• the space for the input and output data,
• a constant number of pointers and index variables.
This completes the proof. <
Lem m a 4. Under Hypotheses 5 and 6, fo r  an ideal cache o f  Z words, with L words 
per cache-line, there exists a positive constant a  such that fo r  an input o f size n, 
satisfying n < a Z , the number o f  cache misses o f  Algorithm 20 is 0 ( n /L  +  1).
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PROOF >  Indeed, it follows from Proposition 19, that, there exists a positive constant 
¡3 such that for an input of size n, the memory requirement for running Algorithm 20 
is at most /?n bits. And those /3n bits, up to a constant number of them, are used 
for storing a number (independent of n) of sequences of polynomials and positive 
integers. Now recall from Hypotheses 5 that each sequence of polynomials (resp. 
positive integers) is stored in an array. Finally, recall that loading to cache (resp. 
writing back to main memory) an array of length l  requires 0 (£ /L  +  1) cache misses. 
This conclusion follows. <1
T h eorem  2. Under Hypotheses 5 and 6, consider an ideal cache o f  Z words, with L 
words per cache-line. Then, fo r  C  small enough, fo r  any input o f size n, the number 
o f cache misses o f  Algorithm 21 is Q(n) =  0 (n 2/Z L  +  n2/Z 2). Using the tall cache 
assumption, this becomes Q(n) G 0 (n 2/Z L ).
P r o o f  >  We use the idealized cache model described in Section 2.5. It follows from 
Lemma 4 and the recursive structure of Algorithm 21 that there exists a positive 
constant a  such that Q(n) satisfies the following relation:
\ o {n /L  +  l)  for n < a Z  
Q(n) < <
^4Q(n/2) +  0 (1 ) otherwise,
provided C  < a Z . Strictly speaking the above recurrence assumes that each of the 
input polynomial sequences A and B  can be split into two sequences of approximately 
the same size. When the total number of polynomials in A and B  is large, this is 
likely. When it is small, the condition n < a Z  is likely holds and we are “out of the 
woods”. A more formal treatment can be done using standard (but quite involved) 
proof techniques, as for the parallelization of qu icksort  algorithm1.
The above recurrence leads to the following inequality for all n > 2:
Q(n) <  4Q (n/2) +  0 (1 )
<4[4Q(n/4) +  0 ( l) ]  +  0 ( l )
k—l
<4*Q (n/2*) + J ^ 4 J'0 ( l )
j - 0
xFor details, see the slides of the lecture Analysis o f Multithreaded Algorithms available at 
http : / /www. csd . uwo. ca/~m oreno/CS9624-4435-1011. html
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where k =  [log2(n/aZ)]. Since n /2 k < a Z , we deduce:
Q(n) <  (n /a Z )2(a Z /L  +  1) +  0 ((n / a Z )2) 
=  0 ( n 2/Z L  +  n2/Z 2).





In this chapter, we will discuss some important implementation issues of the algo­
rithms presented in the previous chapter. Effective use of caches of multicore machines 
to exploit the benefit of data locality is one of the most important issues among them 
to be considered. The implementation of multi-dimensional array in available pro­
gramming languages does not guarantee the possible storing of all array elements 
in consecutive memory locations. It possibly stores every elements of each row in 
consecutive memory slots but not one row after another. As a result, this implemen­
tation is not cache friendly in terms of data locality. In order to achieve the benefit 
of spatial locality, we have to implement multi-dimensional arrays in such a way that 
array elements are stored in consecutive memory locations. Alternatively, we can 
say that we have to pack the data for eventually storing it in consecutive memory 




DATA_TYPE** VARIABLEI = new DATAJTYPE* [ROW.SIZE];
for(DATA_TYPE I -  0; I < ROW SIZE; I++)
VARIABLE!!!] -  new DATA_TYPE [COL_SIZE];
VARIABLE2 -»col.sbe«* VARIABLE
// WITH PACKING
DATAJTYPE* VARIABLE = new DATA_TYPE [ROW_SIZE*COL_SIZE]; 
DATATYPE** VARIABLE2 -  new DATA_TYPE* [ROW^SIZE];
for{DATA TYPE i = 0; i < ROW SIZE; i++)
VARIABLE2[I] *  VARIABLE + i*COL_SIZE;
Figure 5.1: Demonstration of unpacking and packing.
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Another issue that may impact performances negatively is unbalanced data traf­
fic. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. Suppose that, on a multicore 
architecture, several threads are making requests to the memory controller. If the 
requests of one of those threads deal with much larger chunks than the other threads 
requests, then the memory controller may give a higher priority to this particular 
thread, resulting in possible data starvation of the others.
Returning to the algorithms of the previous chapter, the low-level routines are 
GCD calculations and divisions which may take as input data of very different sizes. 
These routines axe called by higher level procedures which generally take as input 
a set of data items. Proceeding in a divide-and-conquer manner, these procedures 
divide the data set in "tentatively” equal parts. When a base case is reached, low- 
level routines operate on the data items. Consequently, unbalanced data divisions 
may substantially increase the burdened span of the actual application. Indeed, for 
a given unbalanced data division, threads handling recursive calls getting smaller 
portion may starve. Therefore, for the call which made the unbalanced data division, 
the span might become essentially equal to work!
In order to deal with this issue, we ensure balanced data division, by sorting the 
data set before division. This prepossessing may increase the work but experimentally, 
this extra work compensated by the reduction of the burdened span. This data 
traffic balancing for polynomial inputs is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Here in (a), input 
to the algorithm for computing GCD and division is 10,9 in its left sub-problem 
and 1,2 in its right sub-problem. Clearly, data traffic for the left sub-problem in 
memory is more than that of of the right one, if data was ndt already in cache. Due 
to thread starvation, the right sub-problem may not complete before the left sub­
problem. Consequently, the core executing the right sub-problem is not fully available 
to help processing work that could be spawned from the left sub-problem. If, in 
addition, the left sub-problem itself performs unbalanced data division, performances 
might reduce further.
On the other hand, in (5), inputs to both the left and right sub-problems are bal­
anced and they should be completed possibly within the same time without without 
thread starvation.
For certain applications, this data traffic balancing may increase the work. Sup­
pose that the low-level routines (here division and GCD computation) have a running 
time which is between linear and quadratic in the size of the input. Suppose also that 
every data item has to be compared every other. Then data traffic balancing may 
not have a negative impact on the work. However, if this assumption does not hold,
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No. of polys = 4
(a) U n b a la n c e d  p o ly n o m ia ls
No. of polys = 4
(b) D a t a  t r a f f ic  b a la n c e d  p o ly n o m ia ls
Figure 5.2: Balancing polynomials for data traffic during divide-and-conquer.
for instance when searching the minimal elements of a partially ordered set [19], then 
data traffic balancing might increase the work. But, as mentioned above, this seems 
not to be the case in our application.
N o . o f  p o ly s  =  4  N o . o f  p o ly s  =  4
(a) U n b a la n c e d  p o ly n o m ia ls  (b) B a la n c e d  p o ly n o m ia ls  fo r  G C D  ca lc u la t io n  a n d  d iv is io n
Figure 5.3: Balancing polynomials for GCD calculation and division during divide- 
and-conquer.
Finally, choosing the base case size for the implementation of multithreaded al­
gorithms is one of the vital issues. Choosing these thresholds are guided by two 
motivations. First, the need of reducing parallelization overheads, that is, reducing 
the cost of thread management (creation, synchronization, etc.). In this point of view, 
large thresholds mean less parallelization overheads, but also less parallelism. Thus 
a trade-off has to be found. A second motivation is to reduce cache misses in algo­
rithms processing data by block decomposition, as for blocked matrix multiplication. 
In that point of view, small block sizes mean that the corresponding sub-problems fit
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in cache (limiting cache misses to cold misses only) but small block sizes also imply 
overhead in dividing the data set (due to alignments and related issues). Therefore, 
another trade-off has to be found here.






Chapter 4 describes proposed parallel algorithms followed by some important im­
plementation issues discussed in Chapter 5. In this chapter, we will restrict our­
selves to verifying the theoretical analysis of these algorithms by presenting some 
experimental results. All the algorithms are implemented in the Cilk++ concurrency 
platform [10, 14, 20, 22, 26] with a software library called “Basic Polynomial Alge­
bra Subroutines (BPAS)” implemented by Dr. Yuzhen Xie and Dr. Marc Moreno 
Maza in our laboratory (ORCCA), as stated before, and execute them on two ma­
chines. The speedup estimates (scalability analysis) of these algorithms are obtained 
by Cilkview, feature of Cilk++, after executing them in an Intel(R) Xeon(R) (64 bit) 
Machine, with CPU (E7340) Speed 2.40GHz, 128.0 GB of RAM, and having a total of 
16 Cores available in one of the sharcnet clusters [3]. On the other hand, all timings of 
the proposed algorithms and Maple [2] functions (Maple’s built-in function ifa c to r  
for in t and non-built-in function GcdFreeBasis_mod for polynomial) are obtained by 
running these algorithms in an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 (64 bit) Machine, with CPU 
(870) Speed 2.93GHz, 8.0 GB of RAM with 8 Cores configured in the ORCCA Lab. 
Moreover, the results of timings are generated with the average value of 5 executions.
The input polynomials supplied in these algorithms for experimentation are of 
two degree classes: naive refinement based parallel factor refinement algorithm takes 
polynomials each of degree 60 while augment refinement based parallel factor refine­
ment algorithm takes those of degree 150. However, operations on coefficients, for 
both cases as well as for Maple, are done in modulo a small prime, say 5.
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6.1 Integers of type int inputs
Figure 6.1 and 6.2 show the speedup estimates and execution times, respectively, 
for augment refinement based parallel algorithm described in Section 4.2 in case of 
in t  type data as input. It is observed that, the speedup is almost linear with the 
number of cores of the machine. The reason is that, its merging of two refined 
outputs is efficient in terms of data locality and parallelism which is also presented in 
Section 4.2. Moreover, its running times are also improved compared to Maple even 
if we consider these for a single processor.
Figure 6.1: Scalability analysis of the augment refinement based parallel factor re­
finement algorithm for 200,000 in t  type inputs by Cilkview.
6.2 Polynomial type inputs
The following two figures (Figure 6.3 and 6.4) show the speedup estimates and execu­
tion times, respectively, with dense polynomials as input in case of naive refinement 
based parallel factor refinement algorithm described in Section 4.1. The speedup 
shown here is not linear, because the merging of two refined polynomials in this 
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Figure 6.2: Running time comparisons of the augment refinement based parallel factor 
refinement algorithm for in t  type inputs.
tion. However, the timings compared to Maple are improved, because current Maple 
procedure for refinement is not parallel as well as data locality is not considered.
On the other hand, the experimental results of the augment refinement based 
parallel algorithm described in Section 4.2, with dense polynomials as input, are 
shown in Figure 6.5 and 6.6. It is also observed that, the speedup is almost linear 
with the number of cores of the machine similar to the inputs of type in t . The reason 
is that, its merging of two refined outputs is efficient in terms of data locality and 
parallelism like the case of in t  type. Moreover, its running times are also improved 
compared to Maple even if we consider this for a single processor.
Our final goal is to analyze the performance of the augment refinement based 
parallel algorithm described in Section 4.2 when the provided input pattern is already 
a GCD-free basis. The analysis from Figure 6.7 and 6.8, generated for this pattern, 
shows that the speedup is still almost linear and its running time outperforms Maple.
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16
Figure 6.3: Scalability analysis of the naive refinement based parallel factor refinement 
algorithm for 4,000 dense square-free univariate polynomials by Cilkview.
6.3 Integers of type my_big_int inputs (work in 
progress)
Factor refinement of large integer (GMP) type data does not show linear speedup due 
to the structure of this data type. It actually uses s tru ctu re  of pointers to in t  to 
hold large integer numbers, divided into chunks, which are not necessarily stored in 
consecutive memory slots. But, storing the data possibly in consecutive memory slots 
is very necessary to achieve linear speedup, because, it preserves spatial data locality 
in caches. Without this, there are lots of cache misses while executing the program 
and a significant impact on whole program performance. In order to recover this 
problem of locality in case of large integer numbers, we need to design a user defined 
large integer data type called my_big_int, where all the chunks of integer numbers are 
possibly stored in consecutive memory slots. We are currently working on designing 
the data structure of this data type and its implementation prior to applying this to 
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Figure 6.4: Running time comparisons of the naive refinement based parallel factor 
refinement algorithm for dense square-free univariate polynomials.
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Figure 6.5: Scalability analysis of the augment refinement based parallel factor re­
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Figure 6.6: Running time comparisons of the augment refinement based parallel factor 
refinement algorithm for dense square-free univariate polynomials.
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Figure 6.7: Scalability analysis of the augment refinement based parallel factor re­
finement algorithm for 4,120 sparse square-free univariate polynomials by Cilkview 
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Figure 6.8: Running time comparisons of the augment refinement based parallel factor 
refinement algorithm for sparse square-free univariate polynomials when the input is 
already a GCD-free basis.
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Chapter 7
Parallel GCD-free Basis Algorithm 
Based on Subproduct Tree 
Techniques
Parallel algorithms for computing coprime factorization for plain (or quadratic) arith­
metic are discussed in Chapter 4. Fast arithmetic techniques are not applied there. 
In this chapter we will discuss the extension of asymptotically fast algorithms (Algo­
rithm 11, 12, and 13) described in Section 3.3 to a parallel processing setting. These 
algorithms are designed based on the subproduct tree techniques presented in Sec­
tion 2.3. The detailed description of these algorithms in a serial setting is available 
in [15] as well as in Section 3.3. We focus here on the parallel versions of these al­
gorithms, leading to Algorithm 23, 24, and 25 where Algorithm 25 is the top level 
procedure. Section 7.1 is dedicated to these parallel algorithms and an analysis of 
their parallelism in the fork-join parallelism model, while in Section 7.3, we discuss 
challenges toward their implementation on multicore architectures.
7.1 Algorithms and parallelism estimates
Since Algorithms 11, 12, and 13 essentially rely on subproduct tree techniques, our 
first task is to parallelize the construction of subproduct trees, that is, Algorithm 2.
Observe that Algorithm 2 is stated for the case where the n nodes are univari­
ate polynomials of degree 1. The same algorithm works correctly with polynomials 
of arbitrary degree. If the sum of their degree is d then Algorithm 2 runs within 
0 (M (d )  log2(n)) operations in K. See Proposition 2 for the notations.
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Obviously, parallelizing Algorithm 2 requires to parallelize univariate polynomial 
multiplication. In the fork-join parallelism model, a one-dimensional F F T  computa­
tion of a vector of length d has a span of 0(logp(d)2). Therefore, assuming that we 
are using an FFT-based univariate multiplication with 0 (M (d )  G 0(dlogp(d)) (as 
often in practice), we have the following result.
Proposition 20. There exists a multithreaded algorithm computing the sub­
product tree o f  n arbitrary polynomials ai , a2, . . . , a n in lK[x] with a work o f  
0 (d log p (d )  log2(n)) and a span o f  0 (log p (d )2 log2(n)); where d — ^ j ””deg(at).
Our next task is to parallelize Algorithm 10. Since this algorithm involves GCD 
computations of univariate polynomials, we need to specify how we perform those.
Euclidean algorithms for univariate polynomial GCD computations in degree d 
run in 0(M (d)logp(d)) operations in K. In the fork-join parallelism model, they 
have a span of 0(dlogp(d)). Indeed, each division step runs in 0(logp(d)). In the 
PRAM model, univariate polynomial GCDs can be computed in polylog time, but 
the corresponding algorithm has a work of 0 (d 4) and is not suitable for a multicore 
implementation due to an overhead in memory consumption, This leads to us to the 
following simplification assumption.
Hypothesis 7. For simplicity, we will assume that we have a multithreaded algorithm  
computing univariate polynomial GCD in degree d with a work o f  0 ( M (d)logp(d)) and 
a span o f  O(d). This latter estim ate can be established fo r  systolic arrays, see [11].
Proposition 21. Assume that Algorithm 10 takes as input a polynomial f  o f  degree 
less than d and n polynomials . . . ,  an with d =  Then, in the fork-join
parallelism model, Algorithm 10 can be executed with a work o f  0(M (d)logp(d)) and 
an expected span o f  0 ( lo g 2(n) logp(d)2 +  d/n).
P roof >  At Line 4, Algorithm 10 constructs a subproduct tree with a span of 
0(log2(n) logp(d)2). Then, at Line 5, it computes n GCDs concurrently, each of them 
in degree d /n  on average. <
Algorithm 23 below is a parallel version of Algorithm 11. It takes two sequences 
of polynomials A — a x, a2, . . . ,  ae and B  =  bx, i>2, . . . ,  bs as input and computes all 
pairs of GCDs gcd(a fy), for 1 < i <  e and 1 < j  < s. This algorithm assumes that 
the polynomials in A  (resp. B ) are pairwise coprime.
Proposition 22. Assume that Algorithm 23 takes as input two sequences o f  the same 
length n =  e =  s and such that we have
E i ~ f l  ■  1 — 7Tdeg(aj) =  ^  deg(6i).1=1
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Then, Algorithm 23 has a span o f O (  ̂ log2(n)).
PROOF >  Indeed, executing Algorithm 23 means traversing a binary tree, top- 
down level by level, such that this tree has log2(n) levels each node has a span of 
0(log2(n) logp(d)2 +  d/n).  <]
Algorithm 23: paxallelPairsOfGcd(A, B)
Input: Sequence of square-free polynomials A =  a\, a2, . . . ,  ae and
B  =  bi, £>2, . . . ,  bs in K[x] such that the elements of A (resp. B )  are 
pairwise coprime.
Output: gcd(ai, 6 i ) , . . . ,  gcd(ai, bs) , . . . ,  gcd(ae, 6 i ) , . . . ,  gcd(ae, bs). 
i: Build a subproduct tree called S u b (a i,a2, . . . , a e) like Algorithm 2 where the 
root is labeled by the product of . . .  ae and let / =  RootOf (Sub);
2: Label the root of Sub by multiGcd(/, B )  ;
3: for every node N  E Sub , going top-down, processing all nodes of the same 
level concurrently do
4: if N  is not a leaf and has label g then
5: /i spawn le ftC h ild (N );
6: /2 <— spawn rightChild(A ');
7: sync;
8: Label /i by multiGcd(/i,g);
9: Label f 2 by multiGcd(/2i^);
io: Print the leaf labels in a in-fix traversal of the tree;
Algorithm 24 is a parallel version of Algorithm 12. It takes two sequences of 
square-free polynomials A =  a\,a2, . . .  , a e and B  =  b\, b2, , bs as input and com­
putes a GCD-free basis of A and B  where the polynomials in A (resp. B ) are pairwise 
coprime.
Proposition 23. Assume that Algorithm 24 takes as input two sequences o f  the same 
length n =  e =  s and such that we have
E i ~ n  ». deg(oi) =  ^ .  deg(6<).1=1 n = l
Then, Algorithm 24 has an expected span o f 0 (~  log2(n)).
P roof >  Indeed, executing Algorithm 24 requires
• executing Algorithm 23 at Line 1 with an expected span of 0 (^  log2(n)),
• at Lines 4 and 8, computing subproduct trees in degree d /n  (on average) with 
n items leading to an expected span of 0(logp(d/n)2log2(n))
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• performing (fast) polynomial divisions in degree d /n  (on average) at Lines 5 
and 9, leading to an expected span of 0(logp(c?/n)3).
The conclusion follows. <
A lgorithm  24: parallelG cd FreeB asisSp ecialC ase(A , B )
Inp u t: Sequence of polynomials A =  a i, a2, . . . ,  ae and B  =  61? b2, ■. ■, bs where, 
in each sequence, all polynomials are square-free and pairwise coprime. 
O u tpu t: A sequence of polynomials forming a GCD-free basis of A, B. 
i: (fftj)i<*<c)i<j<i <- parallelPairsO fG cd(A , B)\
2: p ara lleL for j  — 1 to s do
3: L j <- removeConstants(5i j ,  g2j , . .  ■, gej )  ;
// remove constant polynomials
4: P j  n le L j k
5: j j  <— bj quotient f3j;
6: p aralleL for i =  1 to e do
7: Li <- r e m o v e C o n s ta n ts ^ i,^ ,..• ,&,5) ;
// remove constant polynomials
8: O j G -  U i e u  ^
9: <— di quotient a*;
10: re tu rn  removeConstants( {51,1, . . . ,  gid, . . . ,  ge,s, l u  72, • • •, 7«, <$i> ¿2, ■ ■ ■, 5C}) ;
// remove constant polynomials
Algorithm 25 is a parallel version of Algorithm 13. It takes a sequence of non­
constant square-free polynomials A — ai, 0*2 , . . . ,  ae as input and produces a GCD-free 
basis of A as output.
T h eorem  3. Assume that Algorithm 25 takes as input sequence A o f  n square-free 
polynomials such that we have
d = Y f  i de§ (a*)-
Then} Algorithm 25 has a work o/0(M(d)logp(d)3).
For an FFT -based parallel univariate multiplication with M (d) G 0 (d lo g p (d )) , 
Algorithm 25 has an expected span o f
0 ( ^  log2(n)2).





P roof > The work estimate was stated in Proposition 14. For the span, we observe 
that executing Algorithm 25 means traversing a binary tree, bottom-up level by level, 
such that each node at level i (for i — 1 , . . . ,  log2(n)) one needs to apply Algorithm 24 
to T  polynomials with a degree sum of 2*£ (expectedly). Applying Proposition 23 
this leads to a total expected span of 0 ( £  log2(n)2). <








In p u t: Sequence of square-free polynomials A =  Gq, a2, . . . ,  ae.
O u tp u t: A GCD-free basis of A .
Build a subproduct tree called Sub'(A) like Algorithm 2 where the root is 
labelled by the sequence of polynomials A]
for every node N  G Sub', bottom-up, processing all nodes of the same level 
concurrently do
if  N  is not a leaf th en
f i  spawn leftC h ild (iV ); 
y*2 g-  spawn righ tC h ild (A ); 
sync;
Label N  by p arallelG cd FreeB asisSp ecialC ase(/ i,/ 2);
8: re tu rn  the label of Root Of (Sub');
7.2 Asymptotic analysis of memory consumption
H ypothesis 8. We assume that each element o f the field  K  o f  each input or output 
sequence o f  polynomials (which themselves are assumed to be non-constant and monic) 
in Algorithms 10, 23, 24 or 25 can be stored in one m achine word.
P rop ositio n  24. Let d denote the sum o f  the degrees o f  the input polynomials in 
Algorithms 10, 23, 24 or 25, with input data o f  size n. Then, under Hypothesis 8, 
the space complexity o f  Algorithm 25 is 0 (d log (d )) bits.
P roo f > Consider first Algorithm 23. Assuming that, at each tree level, each node 
is handled by a dedicated processor, then Algorithm 23 requires 0(log(n) d) bits for 
storage. Assuming that the products at Lines 4 and 8 are performed by means of 
subproduct trees, Algorithm 24 requires 0 (log (d )d )  bits for storage. Finally, using 
the superadditivity of the space storage estimates for Algorithm 24, we deduce that 
each tree level of Algorithm 25 can be processed within 0(log (d ) d) bits of storage. <1
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7.3 Challenges toward an implementation
Theorem 3 is a negative result. Indeed, the paralllelism estimate becomes 0 (n )  up to 
log factors. Therefore, no speed up comes from the parallelization of the polynomial 
multiplication. This is due to the fact that there is no practically efficient solution 
for parallelizing univariate polynomial GCD computation.
One could argue that an estimated paralllelism of 0 (n )  is not that bad. This 
is actually what we obtained with our algorithms based on quadratic polynomial 
arithmetic, see Proposition 18. In addition, this parallelism associated with a better 
work (thanks to asymptotically fast arithmetic) should lead to an efficient algorithm.
At this stage, one should take the targeted architecture into consideration. The 
works reported in [13] and [29] show that parallelizing fast algorithms for polynomial 
multiplication on multicore architecture is a hard problem. The parallelization over­
heads on this type of architecture make parallel implementation of these algorithms 
efficient from degree 100,000 to 1,000,000. This will have a very negative impact on 
the span of subproduct tree construction.
One should also observe that polynomial GCD computation are even harder to 
parallelize efficiently and our 0 (d )  span hypothesis is a very optimistic assumption. 
Finally, subproduct tree construction has also a negative impact on memory con­




Within Chapter 7 and Chapter 4, we have studied the parallelization of three algo­
rithms for coprime factorization. For the one presented in Chapter 7 our theoretical 
results and pre-existing partial experimentation were not encouraging a multicore 
implementation. For the one presented in Section 4.1, its theoretical study was not 
discouraging in the first place and we decided to implement it. However, this did 
not bring satisfactory results. Finally, the parallel algorithm presented in Section 4.2 
yielded very satisfactory results in practice.
It is interesting to compare the theoretical study of these latter two algorithms. 
First, we note that the cache complexity result of the algorithm of Section 4.1 is of the 
form 0 ( n 2/L )  while the one of the algorithm of Section 4.2 is of the form 0 (n 2/Z L ). 
This implies that the ratio work to cache complexity is respectively L  and Z L . The 
second ratio is prefered since the penalty for one cache miss in a multicore processor is 
typically in the order of 100 CPU cycles while a machine word operation may cost less 
than one CPU cycle, thanks to instruction level parallelism (ILP). One may wonder 
where did the Z  factor disappear in the algorithm of Section 4.1. The trap is the 
work space used by Algorithm 14 (the a 2-D array G) which creates an overhead of 
cache misses. In fact, this array G is not really needed since most of its entries are 
just “1”.
In conclusion, this research work shows that asymptotically fast algorithms do 
not always pay off on multicore architectures and that it is worth investing effort 
on algorithms based on plain arithmetic. In addition, this research work shows that 
the a la FO RTRAN  “work space passed as parameter” can create a performance 
bottleneck in terms of cache complexity. Moreover, it is worth investing effort on 
sophisticated divide-and-conquer algorithms, such as Algorithm 22, which are able to 
save on memory consumption and reduce memory traffic.
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